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Hydroxycinnamoyl conjugates (HCC)s are an extremely diverse class of natural products that 

serve a wide variety of key functions in plant physiology, for example during wood formation, 

and in defence. They have diverse biological properties and act as antioxidants, 

antimicrobials, and antivirals. The biochemical basis of HCC diversity, however, has not yet 

been fully elucidated. Plants in the Populus genus are known to produce a particularly diverse 

range of HCCs and they constitute up to 5% of the leaf dry mass in some Populus species. 

HCCs can be formed by hydroxycinnamoyl transferases (HCTs) and distinct HCT isoforms in 

Populus may have distinct biological functions related to the synthesis of specific classes of 

HCCs. These can be identified on the basis of their evolutionary history and I show that many 

of the biochemically characterised HCTs belong to the BAHD superfamily of acyltransferases. 

My phylogenetic reconstruction of the BAHD superfamily has also defined a subclass 

containing most of the already-characterised HCTs, including nine potential HCT candidates 

in Populus.  

Caffeoyl-shikimate is a central precursor in the formation of lignin, a biopolymer (along with 

cellulose) that imparts mechanical stability to wood. Based on the transcript abundance of 

two candidate genes PtHCTA1 (Potri.001G042900)) and PtHCTA2 (Potri.003G183900) were 
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hypothesised to be responsible for caffeoyl-shikimate formation in secondary xylem (i.e., 

wood). As part of this project, RNAi whole-plant knock-downs were generated for the xylem-

associated PtHCTA1/2. The PtHCTA1/2 RNAi knock-downs have stunted growth, reminiscent 

of other mutants with impaired lignin biosynthesis. Based on thioacidolysis GC-MS, I found 

that the mutants produced a lignin with enriched hydroxyphenyl (H) subunits, which were 

derived from precursors upstream of the HCT-catalysed reaction and normally do not occur in 

Populus lignin. Interestingly, in one of the RNAi lines, the lignin phenotype was uncoupled 

from the developmental dwarfing phenotype. This is of high interest from a bioethanol 

perspective, since wood rich in H-lignin is more easily fermented than wood that is rich in 

guaiacyl (G) and syringyl (S) lignin. Another candidate gene (Potri.018G109900, HCT-E2) was 

linked to the formation of caffeoyl-spermidine in male catkins (which function in pollen coat 

formation), and one candidate gene (Potri.018G104700, HCT-C2) was associated with the 

formation of bioactive, soluble HCCs in leaves and roots. Since RNAi-mediated down-

regulation proved ineffective, CRISPR-based gene knock-out methodology was developed 

and utilised for the Populus hairy root system. Targeted knock-out mutants for the leaf-

associated HCT-C2 were generated. HCC identity was determined by metabolite purification 

and subsequent MS/MS/MS from leaf extracts, and the metabolite concentrations were 

determined by LC-MS. A decrease in chlorogenic acid concentration was apparent in CRISPR 

hairy-root knockouts of HCT-C2 indicating that HCTC2 is involved in HCC biosynthesis and can 

directly produce chlorogenic acid. Candidates for the HCTs involved in lignin biosynthesis, 

soluble ester biosynthesis, and pollen coat formation were identified and plant genetics 

confirmed the role of the lignin and soluble ester HCT candidates. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Plant Metabolism 

Plants are an important class of eukaryotic organisms that have colonised almost all of the 

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems on the planet. They are omnipresent and comprise a large 

proportion of the planet’s biomass. Archaeplastida (Plantae) encompasses a group of 

organisms that include the glaucophytes, rhodophytes (red algae), chlorophytes (green 

algae), and the embryophytes (land plants), which all contain a primary plastid surrounded by 

a double membrane derived from an ancient endosymbiotic incorporation of a free 

cyanobacterium (Rodríguez-Ezpeleta et al., 2005). The incorporated cyanobacterium evolved 

to a specialised organelle, which frequently functions in photosynthesis. The Chloroplastida 

(Viridiplantae) clade contains only the chlorophytes and embryophytes. The clade is defined 

by having a plastid with chlorophylls a and b, and cell walls containing cellulose (Adl et al., 

2005). In the Ordovician period, descendants of streptophyte green algae began to colonize 

land leading to the development of the most familiar form of vegetation on the planet, the 

embryophytes or land plants (Sanderson et al., 2004). A terrestrial environment has many 

benefits, but it leads to many different challenges including moisture retention, temperature 

fluctuations, oxygen stress, UV stress, and gravity (Waters, 2003). Having a solid substrate on 

which to root allows for upward growth and greater photosynthetic potential; this upward 

growth, however, increases the mechanical stress of gravity, to which plants have adapted by 

producing the polymer lignin, which is deposited where there is the highest mechanical load 

(Volkmann and Baluska, 2006). The challenges associated with colonization of land during 
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land-plant evolution have been addressed by plants, to a large extent, by the expansion of 

their small molecule repertoire, leading to the production of diverse classes of specialised 

compounds in plants, also called plant natural products or plant secondary metabolites.  

Secondary metabolites produced by plants are not essential for survival, but they serve key 

biological purposes and can function in the interaction of plants with their environment. 

Secondary metabolites can protect plants from abiotic stresses (such as UV irradiation, 

nutrient deficiency) and biotic stresses (such as herbivores and pathogens) (Wink, 2010). In 

addition to protective roles, secondary metabolites can also be used offensively by plants; in 

allelopathic interactions, plants produce secondary metabolites to inhibit their competitors. 

In addition to roles as offensive and defensive weapons, secondary metabolites also serve 

roles in biotic communication. Plants and their cells are generally immotile and chemical 

volatiles allows communication between different organs within a plant or potentially from 

plant to plant, and can also function as chemical and visual signals that mediate interactions 

with animals, e.g., by attracting pollinators, seed dispersers, or parasites of herbivores (Dicke 

and Baldwin, 2010). Because many these biological chemicals are produced by plants in order 

to have physiological effects on their targets, they are important to humans, as they can often 

be used as a source of pharmaceuticals or nutraceuticals, and are extensively used in 

traditional medicine. Understanding the enzymes involved in secondary metabolism, and the 

genes encoding them is crucial to decipher the biological functions of these compounds and 

how they act in the chemical ecology of plants. 
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Plant secondary metabolites are categorised based on functional groups or by common 

biosynthetic origin. Major classes include the terpenoids, alkaloids, and phenolics, the final 

group is the focus of this dissertation. The shikimic acid pathway links primary carbohydrate 

metabolism to the production of aromatic compounds, including the phenolics. The primary 

metabolic end-products of the shikimate acid pathway are the aromatic amino acids: 

tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine. The intermediates and these end-products serve as 

precursors for secondary metabolism, leading to the diverse array of plant phenolics that are 

seen in nature (Vogt, 2010). Phenolics comprise a biochemically diverse group of compounds 

(Figure 1-1). Branching from many of the early steps in the pathway leads to simple phenolics 

with a single ring, at least one hydroxyl group, and (frequently) one carboxyl group. 

Ellagitannins and gallotannins are common forms of hydrolysable tannins derived from 3-

dehydroshikimate and are an example of the expansion of the chemical defence repertoire 

that plants develop as they evolve. The complexity and the oxidation status of hydrolysable 

tannins have been correlated with plant evolution, indicating potential optimization over 

evolutionary time, as the potency of these compounds depends on their oxidation stage 

(Okuda et al., 2000). The salicylates and benzoates are also derived from early intermediates in 

the shikimate pathway. These are both (large) groups of phenolic compounds with a long 

history of human use. Willow trees (Salix) have been used for their medicinal properties for 

centuries (Boatwright and Pajerowska-Mukhtar, 2013). They are high in salicylic acid (SA), 

which is the precursor the pharmaceutical acetylsalicylic acid which was patented by Bayer in 

1898 (Hoffmann, 1900).  
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Figure 1-1. Schematic Overview of Phenolic Compound Biosynthesis 
Phenolic secondary metabolites are primarily derived from the shikimate pathway. Boxes indicate compound 
classes, with a skeleton structure of each class being shown. Dashed arrows represent multiple steps. 4-
coumaryl-CoA is key branch point that leads to many different classes of compounds.  
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SA -- although primarily known for its central role in pathogen-induced defence responses -- 

is also involved in a wide range of other functions, including regulation of seed germination, 

seedling development, cell growth, stomatal aperture, respiration, temperature tolerance, 

fruit yield, legume nodulation, and senescence (Vlot et al., 2009). Benzoates have been known 

to be an antifungal compound for well over 100 years (Krebs et al., 1983). Benzoic acid and its 

potassium and sodium salts are common food additives that have antibacterial and 

antifungal properties. Benzyl benzoate is of note as it is a pharmaceutical used to treat 

ectoparasite infections, and is considered by the World Health Organization to be an essential 

medicine required for a basic health-care system (World Health Organization, 2015). It is 

synthesised in leaves, along with other volatile benzoate esters, by Clarkia breweri in response 

to wounding by a class of enzymes known as BAHD acyltransferases (D'Auria et al., 2002; 

Dudareva et al., 1998; Nam et al., 1999).  

1.1.1. Phenylpropanoids 

Phenylpropanoids constitute a major class of phenolic compounds derived from the 

shikimate pathway. They are named for their basic backbone structure which consists of an 

aromatic six carbon phenyl group with an attached three-carbon propyl group. The highly 

conserved biochemical reactions that convert phenylalanine to 4-coumaroyl-CoA mark the 

entry point into the secondary metabolism of phenylpropanoids, which is therefore termed 

the “general phenylpropanoid pathway”. These enzymatic reactions control how much of the 

carbon fixed through photosynthesis is allocated by the plant to the production of 

phenylpropanoids (Ro and Douglas, 2004). Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL), situated at a 

branch point between primary and secondary metabolism, converts L-phenylalanine into 
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cinnamate and ammonia (Camm and Towers, 1973). Cinnamate can then be modified by the 

action of several hydroxylases and/or O-methyl transferase. One such enzyme, cytochrome 

P450 (CYP)450 monooxygenase cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H), hydroxylates cinnamate to 

form p-coumaric acid ((E)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-propenoic acid) (Russell, 1971). p-Coumaric 

acid is then ligated to coenzyme-A by 4-coumaryl:CoA ligase to form 4-coumaroyl-CoA 

(Knobloch and Hahlbrock, 1977) from which the various diverse phenylpropanoids are 

derived.  

A large proportion of the biomass of our planet is comprised of phenylpropanoids. In addition 

to existing as soluble phenolic compounds, they are also polymerised to form major 

structural polymers in plants. In trees, for example, a major portion of their mass is made up of 

phenylpropanoid polymer lignin and up to 20% of the dry mass of wood in Populus is 

comprised of lignin (Andersson-Gunneras et al., 2006). Lignin is the second most abundant 

terrestrial biopolymer after cellulose, comprising up to 30% of the organic carbon in the 

biosphere (Boerjan et al., 2003). 

The phenolic compounds are also abundant in diverse plant tissues and they also constitute a 

major carbon sink as they make up a large portion of the leaf dry mass, for example they 

comprise between 10 and 35% of leaf dry mass in P. tremuloides (Hwang and Lindroth, 1997). 

In contrast to lignin, much of the fixed carbon that is stored in soluble phenolics will not be 

stored long-term, and will quickly re-enter the carbon cycle although some will remain locked 

in the soil. Once in the soil, these compounds have an impact on soil microbial ecology and 

nitrogen availability, and thereby can influence the overall C-uptake of forest soils (Shay, 
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2017). Many of the immediate ecological functions for these compounds remain unknown. 

The soluble phenylpropanoids are extremely diverse and members of this group have a wide 

variety of functions in the plant kingdom (Vogt, 2010) and humans use these compounds for 

many different purposes, including as chemical precursors. For example, the phenylpropene 

eugenol is a floral attractant that is used in perfumes and flavouring. Many of the 

phenylpropanoids are also used by humans as precursors in the synthesis of useful bioactive 

compounds. For example safrole derivatives can be used in the synthesis of pesticides 

(piperonyl butoxide) (Herman, 1949), perfumes (piperonal) (Blair, 1959), and narcotics 

(methylenedioxymethamphetamine) (Noggle et al., 1991).  

Phenylpropanoids coming from the general phenylpropanoid pathway are also used by 

plants as precursors in the biosynthesis of the different classes of bioactive compounds 

derived from phenylpropanoids. Coumarins, chalcones, flavonoids, and stilbenoids are other 

classes of phenylpropanoids generated by the initial condensation of additional units to the 

phenylpropanoid backbone followed by cyclization to form additional aromatic moieties 

(Figure 1-1). Coumarins are a class of phenylpropanoid in which the carboxy group of 

cinnamate is transesterified internally to an ortho-hydroxyl group on the phenyl ring, leading 

to the formation of the heterocyclic six-membered ring (Shimizu, 2014). The prototypical 

compound coumarin gives hay its characteristic odour, and many other compounds in this 

class are used in the perfume industry for their pleasant smell. The induction of coumarins has 

been observed in response to herbivory (Olson and Roseland, 1991) and directly from cell 

debris (Davis and Hahlbrock, 1987). Warfarin, a common anticoagulant listed on the WHO 
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Model List of Essential Medicines (World Health Organization, 2015), is a coumarin-derived 

drug that interferes with Vitamin K metabolism (Whitlon et al., 1978).  

Polyketide synthase can extend the structure of a phenylpropanoid by condensing acetate 

extender units, derived from malonyl-CoA. These units are cyclised to form additional 

aromatic moieties leading to chalcones, flavonoids, and stilbenoids (Figure 1-1). Stilbenoids 

(including resveratrol, a stress-induced phytoalexin commonly found in grapes and red wine 

(Wang et al., 2010), and pinosylvin, (an antifungal compounds which accumulates in Pinaceae 

heartwood), are formed from stilbene synthase (Schanz et al., 1992). Chalcones are also 

produced by a polyketide synthase, chalcone synthase (CHS), and contain two aromatic rings 

linked by a three-carbon enone moiety. Soluble chalcones, which are abundant in plants, 

show a wide array of biochemical activities and function as potential antimitotic, anti-

infective, anti-inflammatory, antiviral, antibacterial, anticancer, antioxidant, and antimitotic 

drugs (Anto et al., 1995; Ducki et al., 1998; Mahapatra et al., 2015; Nowakowska, 2007). 

Chalcone isomerase is responsible for the formation of the basic flavonoid structure form, 

chalcone. It facilitates the closure of chalcone to form an additional heterocyclic ring forming 

the flavanone, naringenin. From here, modification by various enzymes can lead to the many 

different classes of flavonoids including flavanonols, flavanones, flavones, flavonols, and 

flavanols (Winkel-Shirley, 2001). Some flavonoids are known phytoalexins, for example, the 

isoflavonoid medicarpin has been shown to be a defensive response induced by two distinct 

pathways in Medicago truncatula (Naoumkina et al., 2007). Anthocyanin and their glycosylated 

derivative, anthocyanidins, are plant pigments belonging to the flavonoid class. Anthocyanins 

are the primary pigments that colour flowers, and directly influence the pollinators which are 
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attracted to the plant (Bradshaw and Schemske, 2003). The accumulation of anthocyanin in 

other vegetative tissues has also been proposed to provide protective antioxidant properties 

(Gould et al., 2002). They are formed by the dihydroflavonol-4-reductase (DFR) which reduces 

the ketone on the flavonoid at the 4 position of ring B to a hydroxyl group. Dehydration of the 

hydroxy group at this position leads to an extension of aromaticity to ring B; this conjugated 

aromatic system is responsible for the colouration that these compounds provide.  

The conjugation of hydroxycinnamic acids to polar molecules forming hydroxycinnamoyl 

conjugates (HCC)s is widespread and naturally occurring in plants (Salvador et al., 2013). 

Simple phenylpropanoids, such as hydroxycinnamic acids, are used as antioxidants in foods, 

cosmetics, and drugs -- including use as antivirals due to their inhibition of interleukin-8 

(Hirabayashi et al., 1995), as well as sunscreens due to their UV absorption. Cinnamate itself 

has been shown to alter soybean growth, increasing lignin production and inhibiting root 

growth, and potentially functioning as an allelopathic chemical (Salvador et al., 2013). The free 

acids are not readily soluble in aqueous solutions and the conjugation of hydroxycinnamic 

acids to polar molecules forming HCCs has been proposed to solve this problem in human 

products (Compton et al., 2000; Tsuchiyama et al., 2007). HCCs in plants may be formed by the 

action of hydroxycinnamoyl transferases (HCTs) which catalyses the transfer a 

hydroxycinnamoyl moiety from a hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA thioester (e.g., 4-coumaroyl-CoA) to 

a hydroxyl or amino group of an acceptor (e.g., shikimate, quinate, glutaric acid, malic acid, 

glycerol, an anthocyanin, anthranilate, or spermidine). HCCs are an abundant class of 

phenylpropanoids, and the enzymes that form HCC esters and amides will be the primary 

focus of this dissertation. Several dozen enzymes have been found to have HCT activity, in 
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that they perform a transesterification reaction, which forms an HCC; however, most of the 

enzymes that produce HCCs are currently uncharacterised and we are only starting to 

understand the biological significance of these compounds. 

1.1.2. Hydroxycinnamoyl Conjugate Structure and Function 

An HCC is a conjugate of an hydroxycinnamoyl derivative and an alcohol, amide, or sulfide. 

The carbocyclic acid moiety is based on the hydroxycinnamic acid, p-coumaric acid (4-

hydroxylation only). CYP450s have also been shown to hydroxylate p-coumaric acid 

conjugates leading to the corresponding caffeic acid conjugate (3, 4-hydroxylation); further 

methoxylations and hydroxylations give rise to ferulic acid (4-hydroxy, 3-methoxy), and 

sinapinic acid (4 hydroxy, 3,5 methoxy) (Ehlting et al., 2006). Variations in the carbocyclic acid 

moiety of this class of compounds are thus limited to differential hydroxylation and 

methoxylation patterns at the 3- and 5-positions of a phenyl ring. In contrast, the conjugated 

moiety can be chemically diverse and includes a wide array of alcohols and amines, as well as 

coenzyme-A which serves as an activating moiety in subsequent transesterification reactions 

during the biosynthesis of HCCs (Figure 1-2). In addition to being a precursor of lignin, makes 

up a large proportion of woody tissues, many different HCCs accumulate as freely soluble 

compounds. Soluble HCCs can contribute to the biomass of plant tissues. They comprise up 

to 5% of the leaf dry mass and are abundant in Populus bud exudates; although the quantity 

and composition of HCCs in Populus can vary greatly from species to species (English et al., 

1991; Greenaway and Whatley, 1990, 1991; Greenaway et al., 1987; Isidorov and Vinogorova, 

2003). HCCs are widespread in the plant kingdom and have diverse functions in plant 

biochemistry; some have been connected to plant defences against pests and pathogens. 
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Many HCCs have been found in nature including hydroxycinnamoyl esters of tartaric acid 

(Scarpati and Oriente, 1958), glycerol (Kim et al., 2012), simple sugars (Harborne and Corner, 

1961), and choline (Tzagoloff, 1963). Two of the most well-studied and abundant HCCs are 

quinate esters (chlorogenic acids; CGA) (Sondheimer, 1958) and 3,4-dihydroxyphenyllactic 

acid esters (rosmarinic acid; RA). In vitro, HCCs have been shown to have antioxidant (Kikuzaki 

et al., 2002), antibacterial (Huang et al., 2009), antifungal (Huang et al., 2009), and antiviral 

(Kishimoto et al., 2005) properties. They have been shown to accumulate upon various 

stresses, including fungal infection (Lyons et al., 1990). Although direct evidence of ecological 

function has not been shown for many of these compounds, some can be readily taken up by 

herbivores and their metabolites can be widely distributed in the body, e.g., caftaric acid has 

been shown to penetrate the blood-brain barrier in mice (Vanzo et al., 2007). 
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Figure 1-2. The General Structure of HCCs with a Few Notable Examples Shown 
From HCC-CoA thioesters (S-bond), many other compounds are formed. HCTs transesterify the CoA moiety with another molecule: transesterification with 
an alcohol forms an ester (O-bond) and transesterification with an amine forms an amide (N-bond). Both esters and amides are commonly found in diverse 
plants. The hydroxycinnamoyl moiety varies based on 3’ and 5’ methoxy/hydroxylation with the most frequent being coumaryl, caffeoyl, feruloyl, or 
sinapoyl. 
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CGAs are esters between hydroxycinnamic acids and quinic acid, a direct derivative of the 

shikimate pathway, a hydrated derivative of shikimate (Guo et al., 2014). CGAs are some of the 

most common HCCs found in plants and are distributed in a variety of plants, including 

coffee, potato, tobacco, apple, and poplar (Clifford, 2000). The International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) established an IUPAC commission on the nomenclature of 

cyclitols in 1976, which recommended the name of the most abundant chlorogenic acid to be 

5-O-caffeoylquinic acid (5-CQA) as opposed to the previous biological numbering, 3-O-

caffeoylquinic acid (3-CQA). In this document, we will follow the IUPAC nomenclature and 

numbering -- we will refer to 5-O-caffeoylquinic acid (5-CQA) as simply chlorogenic acid 

(CGA), and we will use the term chlorogenic acids (CGAs) to represent the class (IUPAC, 1976). 

CGA has been demonstrated to be a strong antioxidant that may be produced in response to 

stress such as UV exposure and herbivory (Clé et al., 2008; Grace et al., 1998; Izaguirre et al., 

2007). It is commonly known as an astringent, providing the bitter taste found in coffee and 

the unpleasant taste of many plant leaves, and has been shown to increase the resistance of 

various plants to pests. Its anti-herbivory effect has been demonstrated in willow against leaf 

beetle (Grace et al., 1998; Ikonen et al., 2001) and thrips in chrysanthemum (Leiss et al., 2009). 

In addition to its well-characterised function as an antifeeding compound, CGA has a 

proposed function in the defence against pathogens, iron chelation, and protection against 

UV radiation or environmental stress (Mondolot et al., 2006). This highlights the multi-

functionality frequently seen for plant secondary metabolites. Although quinic acid 

derivatives are some of the most common conjugates found soluble in plants, there is a wide 

array of alternate (and sometimes species-specific) HCCs. 
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Another well-studied HCC is rosmarinic acid (RA), an ester of caffeic acid and 3,4-

dihydroxyphenyllactic acid, which was originally discovered in Rosmarinus officinalis (Scarpati 

and Oriente, 1958). It has been shown to accumulate in Boraginaceae and the Lamiaceae sub-

family Nepetoideae; as well as in species of several orders of mono- and eudicotyledonous 

angiosperms (Petersen et al., 2009). RA has been proposed to have a wide range of biological 

functions. Similarly to CGA, RA has strong anti-oxidative properties (Lin et al., 2002; Osakabe et 

al., 2004b) and it has been explored for its use as an anti-inflammatory (Osakabe et al., 2004a; 

Osakabe et al., 2004b; Sanbongi et al., 2004; Swarup et al., 2007), anti-carcinogenic (Osakabe et 

al., 2004a), and anti-viral (Hooker et al., 2001; Swarup et al., 2007) drugs. RA has also been 

shown to inhibit snake venom-induced haemorrhage in mice (Aung et al., 2010a; Aung et al., 

2010b). 

HCCs, particularly caftaric acid, the ester of caffeic acid and tartaric acid, are the major phenols 

(besides flavonoids) in V. vinifera. Caftaric acid is highly abundant in grape juice and HCCs are 

considered to be important phenolic compounds in wine. The concentrations of caftaric acid 

and its glutathione conjugate ‘grape reaction product’ (2-S-glutathionyl caftaric acid) 

contribute the sensory impact of wine (Gawel et al., 2014; Hufnagel and Hofmann, 2008). It is 

present in Cichorium intybus (chicory) and Echinacea purpurea, which also produces the 

dicaffeoyl ester of tartaric acid, chicoric acid. Chicoric acid was initially isolated from C. intybus 

roots and it is also found abundantly in Taraxacum spp., Melissa officinalis, and Ocimum 

basilicum. Similar to other HCCs, chicoric acids have a wide range of biological activities, 

including anti-viral activity -- specifically inhibition of HIV-1 integrase (Robinson and 

Mansfield, 2009). 
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The majority of known hydroxycinnamoyl conjugates fall into the ester class, but amines are 

also prevalent and have important biochemical functions. Hydroxycinnamoyl spermidines are 

found in the pollen coats of many plants. Genetic knockout of the BAHD acyltransferase that 

is responsible for the formation of these compounds in A. thaliana (Grienenberger et al., 

2009), leads to a crushed pollen phenotype with visible pollen wall irregularities. Introduction 

of a Malus pumila paralogue was shown to recover the phenotype (Elejalde-Palmett et al., 

2015). Likewise, genetic interruption of later stages of hydroxycinnamoyl-spermidine 

biosynthesis also impacts wall integrity and pollen viability (Elejalde-Palmett et al., 2015; 

Matsuno et al., 2009). It, therefore, appears that HCCs -- particularly hydroxycinnamoyl-

spermidines -- are essential for pollen structure and function, making these compounds 

primary metabolites.  

1.1.3. Hydroxycinnamoyl Conjugates in Lignin Biosynthesis. 

Although HCCs and their derivatives are diverse in structure and function in a wide range of 

plants, by far the largest sink of phenylpropanoids, in terms of biomass, are polymerised 

structures -- lignin, in particular. The HCC caffeoyl-shikimate is one of the chemical control 

points in the biosynthetic route leading to lignin biosynthesis. Lignin is a major structural 

component of plant secondary cell walls, which is formed after the cell has stopped 

elongating(Vanholme et al., 2010). Secondary cell walls are found in many plant tissues, 

particularly in wood-forming tissues, and provides additional rigidity and mechanical stability. 

Lignin content and composition has a considerable impact on the chemical and physical 

properties of many plant-derived materials and affects properties that are associated with 

wood quality. Understanding how lignin is synthesised, and what factors affect its 
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composition, have direct implications for the practical use of wood products. Because caffeoyl 

shikimate is an intermediate in lignin synthesis, understanding the HCTs that form it has 

obvious implications in wood formation, pulp/paper making, and the use of lignocellulose 

materials in second-generation biofuel production.  

Lignin is a racemic aromatic heteropolymer that is formed by the oxidative combinatorial 

coupling of 4-hydroxyphenylpropanoids (Boerjan et al., 2003; Vanholme et al., 2010). It is 

mainly composed of p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) subunits, which are 

derived from phenylpropanoids. H-lignin is formed from p-coumaryl alcohol; G-linin and S-

lignin are derived from coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol respectively. Only the pathway 

to G- and S-lignin requires an HCT-catalysed reaction (Boerjan et al., 2003). Lignin is 

responsible for the structural integrity of the cell wall and provides mechanical stability to 

woody structures by stiffening and strengthening the stem. This enables high negative-

pressure water transport, and allows for the extension of the plant’s vascular system (Boerjan 

et al., 2003). The structure of lignin also serves to protects plants against pathogens. Cell wall 

apposition formation serves to halt the initial progression of pathogenic fungi and inhibition 

of lignin biosynthesis attenuates this function (Bhuiyan et al., 2009) . Lignin composition 

varies in response to development, biotic and abiotic stresses, wounding (including by 

herbivores), infection, and ions in the cell-wall structure (Vanholme et al., 2010).  

1.2. Populus 

Poplars (all Populus species, including aspens and cottonwoods, will be referred to as poplars 

here) are deciduous trees spread across the Northern hemisphere. They are abundant in the 
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boreal forest and are the keystone species in riparian ecosystems. Owing to their fast growth 

rate and an established biotechnological toolkit, poplars have become a tree model species 

(Tuskan et al., 2006). Poplars are also recognised for their quantity and quality of phenolic 

secondary metabolites, including HCCs.  

Poplars produce wood products that are commercially important, including as feedstock for 

pulp and paper. The composition of the wood and the ester products that poplars produce 

are important because they affect how poplar can be employed in wood, biofuel, and paper 

products. Poplars are popular in forestry production due to their fast growth rate, which 

increases harvest rates, and for their ability to regenerate easily, which also allows large-scale 

asexual reproduction, which decreases the financial burden of reforestation. Aspens, which 

belong to the Populus genus, are a large carbon sink, particularly in the boreal forest, and their 

decline due to climate change may have a significant impact (Natural Resources Canada, 

2017). Poplars thrive on land which is not suitable for food growth making their production 

non-competitive with food crops. In Europe, closely related willows are used as a biofuel in 

short-rotation coppice systems; in Canada, due to their rapid growth rates in Canadian 

climates, poplars are an excellent candidate for a long-term carbon sink to mitigate the 

climate-change effects of elevated atmospheric CO2 levels, and as a feedstock sustainable for 

biofuel generation for transportation.  

P. trichocarpa is commonly known as black cottonwood or western balsam poplar. Its native 

range is the west coast of North America, from Mexico to Alaska, and it is a common native 

plant in western Canadian riparian habitats. An individual tree from the Nisqually river basin 
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in Washington State was the first tree to have its genome sequenced (Tuskan et al., 2006). The 

genome sequence revealed a genome duplication 60 million years ago, shortly after the 

Chicxulub impact event -- the bolide impact that may have led to the Cretaceous–Paleogene 

extinction -- which has been proposed to have led to an increase in whole genome 

duplications (Vanneste et al., 2014). This genome duplication makes Populus an interesting 

genus to study from an evolutionary perspective, as the recent genome duplication makes 

the species a good model system for the evaluation of the evolutionary fates of gene 

duplicates. In terms of practical consequences, it makes genetic manipulation slightly more 

difficult as most genes occur in pairs of paralogues that are nearly identical (Tuskan et al., 

2006). 

Due to the practical limitations of genetic transformation and culturing techniques with P. 

trichocarpa, other related species are often used for reverse genetic analysis. Within the 

French Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA) species collection there are 

several Populus hybrids, i.e. crosses between two different species of Populus, that are 

commonly used for reverse-genetic interrogation. Protocols have been developed for two 

hybrid lines (Meilan and Ma, 2007): clonal propagates of a male Populus INRA 717-1B4 

(Populus tremula x Populus alba) and of a female Populus INRA 353-38 (Populus tremuloides x 

Populus tremula). Populus INRA 717-1B4 is commonly used for its rapid growth rate and ease 

of transformation, and work in in this hybrid is facilitated by a variant-substituted custom 

genome scaffold (Xue et al., 2015). This assembly is based on sequence data for Populus INRA 

717-1B4 mapped to the P. trichocarpa Nisqually-1 genome. This leads to a genome sequence 

that is primarily based on P. trichocarpa Nisqually-1 with single nucleotide polymorphisms 
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(SNPs) within transcribed regions of the genome having been replaced with the INRA 717-1B4 

variant. A draft genome of Populus INRA 717-1B4 has also been recently published (Mader et 

al., 2017).  

Although a plethora of genomic information is available for many different plant species, it is 

still difficult to link genomic information to a specific biological phenotype. The genes that 

are specifically involved in the biosynthesis of many secondary metabolites are still unknown. 

In this dissertation, I will attempt to use bioinformatic analyses and reverse-genetic 

approaches to decipher which specific genes in Populus are responsible for the formation of 

hydroxycinnamoyl conjugates. 

1.3. Hypothesis and Objectives 

I hypothesize that the chemically and functionally diverse hydroxycinnamoyl esters found in 

Populus are produced by specific hydroxycinnamoyl transferases (HCT) that can be identified 

by bioinformatic analyses and characterised through reverse genetics and metabolic 

phenotyping. Distinct HCT isoforms in poplar have distinct biological functions related to the 

synthesis of either protective, soluble HCEs or the synthesis of lignin, and that they can be 

differentiated on the basis of their evolutionary divergence and the transcript abundance in 

tissues where they are synthesized. 

Objective One: To identify candidate genes responsible for the production of functionally 

different hydroxycinnamoyl conjugates present in Populus through phylogenetic 

reconstruction and expression profiling.  
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Objective Two: To functionally characterize specific hydroxycinnamoyl transferases 

responsible for the production hydroxycinnamoyl esters leading to lignin formation in 

Populus. Knock down of the primary candidate should lead to a clear and observable 

phenotype in lignin. 

Objective Three: To validate that specific hydroxycinnamoyl transferases are responsible for 

the production of functionally and chemically distinct soluble hydroxycinnamoyl esters, 

particularly chlorogenic acids, in Populus. Knockout plants should have a clear metabolic 

phenotype. 
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2. Hydroxycinnamoyl Transferases in Populus: Evolutionary Classification and 

Gene Expression Profiling 

2.1. Introduction 

As outlined in detail in Chapter 1 of this thesis, HCCs are chemically diverse compounds that 

have wide-ranging functions in plant development and chemical ecology. Identification of 

the enzymes that are responsible for their production is the first step in understanding their 

biosynthesis. A large majority of the enzymes known to form HCCs belong to the BAHD 

superfamily of plant acyl-CoA dependent acyltransferase, which will be the focus of this 

chapter. The few exceptions of enzymes with HCT activity belonging to other families include 

glucosyltransferases, which use UDP-glucose as an acyl-donor in an HCT reaction, indolamine-

specific tyramine N-hydroxycinnamoyl transferase (THT)s, and serine carboxypeptidases 

(SCP)s, which are a class of enzymes that generally function in the cleavage of peptide bonds 

(Supplementary Table 2). The vast majority of enzymes with HCT activity belong to the BAHD 

superfamily. The BAHD superfamily of enzymes is a very large family encompassing many 

distinct acyltransferases in addition to HCTs, for example, acetyltransferases, malonyl 

transferase, and benzoyl transferases.  

2.1.1. BAHDs 

BAHDs are a superfamily of acyltransferases that are encoded by large gene families in plants 

typically containing 50 -100 members. They are named after the first four characterised 

enzymes in this family: benzyl alcohol O-acetyltransferase (BEAT), (Dudareva et al., 1998), 

anthocyanin O-hydroxycinnamoyltransferase (AHCT) (Fujiwara et al., 1998), N-
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hydroxycinnamoyl/benzoyltransferase (HCBT) (Yang et al., 1997), deacetylvindoline 4-O-

acetyltransferase (DAT) (Power et al., 1990).  

BAHDs are involved in the production of a wide array of secondary metabolites in plants and 

produce compounds such as phenolics glycosides, waxes, volatile esters, and HCCs (D'Auria, 

2006). Many medicinally important compounds including the pain medication, morphine, the 

chemotherapy drug paclitaxel, and the antiarrhythmic agent ajmaline, involve BAHD enzymes 

in their biosynthesis (Lallemand et al., 2012b; Ma et al., 2005). Although they are primarily 

associated with plants and are absent from animals, similar enzymes producing mycotoxins 

have been found in Fusarium graminearum (Gibberella zeae) the causative agent of Fusarium 

head blight (Garvey et al., 2008; McCormick et al., 1999; Tokai et al., 2005).  

The first crystal structure of a BAHD acyltransferase, vinorine synthase, was elucidated by Ma 

et. al. (Ma et al., 2004). Thus far, all known BAHD enzymes are soluble monomeric enzymes 

located in the cytosol; there have not been any identified enzymes with an organelle-

localization signal (D'Auria, 2006). These enzymes consist of two distinct domains, each 

containing pockets connected by a small channel. Each of the substrates appears to enter 

through its respective pocket and the transesterification reaction occurs in the channel that 

links the two domains, where the active site is located (Ma et al., 2005). BAHDs have two 

characteristic motifs: an HXXXDG motif involved in catalysis, which is present in the active 

site, and a DFGWG motif which is located far from the active site and which does not function 

in catalysis. Instead, the DFGWG motif appears to be related to the stabilization of the two 

domains (Ma et al., 2005). 
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BAHDs transfer an acyl group from a CoA-thioester to an alcohol or amine acceptor, which 

yields an acyl-ester or an -acyl-amide respectively. Substrates can vary widely within the 

superfamily, but a group is always transferred from a CoA-activated thioester. BAHD-

mediated catalysis begins with the histidine residue of the HXXXDG motif, which 

deprotonates the hydroxyl or amino group on the acceptor molecule making a nucleophilic 

attack on the carbonyl carbon of the CoA-thioester possible. Subsequent nucleophilic attack 

leads to a short-lived tetrahedral intermediate between the two substrates. Protonation 

releases the free CoA and the newly conjugated compound (D'Auria, 2006).  

Many HCC-forming HCTs in the BAHD superfamily have been characterised. Some of the most 

well-studied BAHDs are the shikimate specific "Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA shikimate 

hydroxycinnamoyl transferases” (HST)s. The crystal structure of HST from Coffea canephora is 

very similar to other BAHD transferases and shows structural similarity to chloramphenicol 

acetyltransferase-like domains and contains large mixed β sheets flanked by α helices 

(Lallemand et al., 2012a; Lallemand et al., 2012b). In the HST structure, a flexible α1-β3 loop 

was found to be important in docking both the hydroxycinnamoyl moiety and the acyl 

acceptor; histidine, valine, and proline were involved in catalysis and another histidine moiety 

was engaged in π-stacking to constrain the rotation of the imidazole ring in the active site, 

similar to other BAHDs (Lallemand et al., 2012b). The functional significance of HST and its 

products has been shown by analysing in vivo transgenics. Knock-downs and knock-outs of 

the HCCs that form polymerised structures lead to clear physical defects in the structure of 

plant organs. HSTs transfer a coumaroyl moiety from coumaroyl-CoA to shikimate. This leads 

to coumaryl shikimate, which is subsequently modified in order to produce G- and S-
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monolignols which are polymerised to form G-lignin and S-lignin. Repression of HST has been 

shown to change the amount and composition of lignin in a several species, including 

Arabidopsis thaliana (Besseau et al., 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2005) Nicotiana benthamiana 

(Hoffmann et al., 2005), Populus nigra (Vanholme et al., 2013a), Pinus radiata (Wagner et al., 

2007), Panicum virgatum (Eudes et al., 2016) and Medicago sativa (Shadle et al., 2007); 

however, the involvement of HCT in lignin formation in Populus has been disputed (Vanholme 

et al., 2013a; Vanholme et al., 2013b). Lignin-associated HCTs are the focus of Chapter 3 of this 

thesis and will be thoroughly described there.  

The HSTs are the best characterised HCTs and they appear in most plant lineages, but the 

broad diversity of HCCs indicates that other HCT activity likely exist and that these may be 

responsible for the synthesis of these soluble compounds. Certain HCTs, which have greater 

specificity towards quinate than shikimate, have also been described and are termed 

"Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA quinate hydroxycinnamoyl transferases" (HQT)s (Niggeweg et al., 

2004). In vivo gene-silencing experiments have shown that HQTs are likely to be responsible 

for secondary metabolite biosynthesis, including chlorogenic acid. Silencing these genes does 

not affect the formation of wood and does not lead to any obvious physiological phenotype 

in normal unstressed plants, but it does cause changes in secondary metabolite production 

(Lepelley et al., 2007). In the Solanaceae family, which includes many agriculturally important 

crops such as tomato, potato, and tobacco, HQTs are specifically responsible for the 

accumulation of chlorogenic acid (Lepelley et al., 2007).  
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The difference between quinic and shikimic acids is the presence of a hydroxyl group at C-1 in 

quinic acid and a double bond between C-1 and C-2 in shikimic acid, resulting in a different 

geometry of the polyol ring. The structures of HST and HQT from C. canephora show that the 

residues lining the substrate-binding pocket appear to adjust the volume to selectively 

accommodate different substrates -- leucine and phenylalanine residues in the pocket were 

required for the specificity of quinate. The different CGAs that are found in coffee are created 

by HQT, with 3,4-di-O-caffeoylquinic acid (3,5-diCQA) being produced first with subsequent 

isomerization into 3,4- and 4,5-diCQA (Lallemand et al., 2012b). Surprisingly, although the 

HXXXDG motif is universally conserved in all known BAHD acyltransferases, conversion of the 

catalytic histidine to aspartate resulted in an increase in chlorogenic acid production, so the 

highly conserved histidine in the characteristic motif appears to not be essential for catalysis 

in the case of chlorogenic acid.  

The characterised HCTs appear to have varying substrates specificities, and other BAHD HCTs 

are responsible for the biosynthesis of other HCCs, including phaselic acid (Sullivan, 2008; 

Sullivan, 2009; Sullivan and Zarnowski, 2011) and rosmarinic acid (Berger et al., 2006). 

Individual HCTs may produce a wide range of 4-coumaroyl-esters; these could then be 3-

hydroxylated (mediated by broad-range or specific CYP98As) to form the caffeoyl esters 

observed (Alber, 2016). Alternatively, CYP98As could preferentially act on 4-coumaroyl-

shikimate and, in concert with HST, could produce caffeoyl-CoA. Caffeoyl-CoA could then be 

the substrate of a range of other HCTs to produce the caffeoyl-ester diversity observed. In 

either case, HCT-like genes would be key players in producing the variety of esters present.  
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2.1.2. Phylogenetic Classification of BAHD Enzymes 

A previous phylogenetic reconstruction of the BAHD family of acetyltransferases focused on 

the monocot, O. sativa, and the eudicots, P. trichocarpa, A. thaliana, M. truncatula, and V. 

vinifera (Tuominen et al., 2011). Their reconstruction supported eight distinct clades which 

were numbered based on the expansion of specific clades in a previous phylogenetic 

reconstruction (D'Auria, 2006). The initial assignment of functions to the enzymes in these 

clades was based on the functions of members that had been characterised. Currently, the 

genomes of P. trichocarpa, A. thaliana, and P. patens have been sequenced – and, therefore, 

the number of members in the BAHD families are known. It is still unclear, however, whether 

phylogenetic classification coincides with BAHD enzymatic function and, in particular, if 

within-clade sub-division is caused by the evolution of distinct enzyme functions (for example 

within the clade containing the characterised HCTs). The expansion of a phylogenetic 

reconstruction to include more divergent lineages, including gymnosperm, lycopods, and 

bryophyte sequences and the additional functional characterisation of enzymes within the 

eudicots is expected to clarify the evolutionary interpretation and functional divergence via a 

phylogenetic reconstruction of this family. 

In my analysis, the BAHD superfamily contains 127 (P. trichocarpa) to 15 (P. patens) members 

in chloroplastids with completed genomes. In any given species, only a small fraction of the 

family members has been functionally characterised. For example, 16 out of the 55 BAHD 

family members in A. thaliana have been biochemically characterised, and a clear biological 

function been assigned for only 14 of these (Supplementary Table 3). For most other species, 

the numbers are much smaller and, for most species, only sequence data, but no functional 
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data are available. Overall, more than 119 BAHDs (distributed among 62 species) have been 

characterised. Bringing complete gene families into a phylogenetic context allows the 

reconstruction of common evolutionary origins and may allow the assignment of putative 

functions based on evolutionary relationships to characterised members from other species. 

Using an expanded phylogenetic inference, I have identified HCT candidate genes for each of 

the HCC groups in Populus and have further substantiated the candidate genes’ proposed 

function through expression profiling based on microarrays, RNAseq, and qPCR.  

2.2. Materials and Methods 

2.2.1. Phylogenetics 

The sequences of all characterised BAHD enzymes were manually compiled by retrieving the 

sequence from GenBank based on the identifier noted in the respective publication (see 

Supplementary Table 3 for a complete reference list for the 119 sequences included). 

Enzymes were selected on the basis of an extensive literature review. All papers published 

before 2014 that included the term ‘BAHD’ as well as papers that they cited were manually 

reviewed for descriptions of enzymatic activity and the associated enzyme sequences were 

retrieved from the cited databases. All sequences were aligned using Clustal Omega v1.2.4 

(Sievers et al., 2011). Sequences were manually trimmed and any positions in the alignment 

that contained a gap in more than 99% of the sequences were removed. A maximum 

likelihood phylogeny of the biochemically characterised BAHD acyltransferases, with 1008 

bootstrap replicates, was generated using PhyML 3.3, which generates an initial distance-

based tree and iteratively refines the tree to improve likelihood (Guindon et al., 2010),. The VT 
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model (Müller and Vingron, 2000) was selected using ProtTest3 (Darriba et al., 2011). Nearest 

neighbour interchange (NNI), which exchanges the connectivity four adjusted subtrees 

(Guindon and Gascuel, 2003), and subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR), which prunes and 

regrafts a subtree to a new position (Guindon et al., 2010), were used to for tree topology 

search. Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) v2.2.60+ (Altschul et al., 1990) was used to 

retrieve other enzymes with sequences similar to those of characterised BAHDs from the 

UniProt Database v2016_11 (The UniProt Consortium, 2017), the RefSeq non-redundant 

protein sequence database v09/12/2016 (O'Leary et al., 2016) and from all sequenced plant 

genomes available through Phytozome v9 (Goodstein et al., 2012) (Supplementary Data). 

These sequences were subsequently reviewed, in their respective database, in order to 

determine if any of these sequences have associated publications which were missed in the 

initial literature review. Sequences were compiled and duplicate sequences retrieved from 

different databases were removed. Sequences that were identical except for deletions were 

determined using CD-HIT v4.6.6 (Fu et al., 2012) and were considered as fragments and 

assigned the same ID, with the longest length sequence being used. All other alleles and 

isoforms were given a unique ID.  

Alignment of the full phylogeny of the BAHD superfamily was generated as described above 

using the alignment of the characterised enzymes as a profile. Phylogenetic reconstruction 

was carried out using FastTree v2.1.9 SSE3, OpenMP (Price et al., 2010) with 1000 bootstrap 

replicates (bootstrap alignments were generated using SeqBoot 3.696 from the PHYLIP 

package (Felsenstein, 1989) and were then used for phylogenetic reconstruction using 

FastTree as above). Bootstrap results were mapped onto the original tree using a python 
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script as described previously (Price et al., 2010). Sequences were grouped into bootstrap 

supported major clades and sub-phylogenies were generated separately for each clade. Full-

length sequences were used for the subclades and alignment, trimming and phylogenetic 

reconstructions were generated with PhyML as described above. All bioinformatic software 

was compiled from source code, and all analyses were performed on the 

WestGrid/ComputeCanada computational platform. 

2.2.2. Microarray Based Analysis of Transcriptional Abundance 

Public microarray expression data were compiled, normalized, and filtered from 43 

experimental series, covering 17 Populus spp. and 697 array hybridizations as described 

previously (Guo et al., 2014). Each sample microarray contained 61413 probes, and these 

probes represent most of the transcripts from Populus species. Only data from the target 

probes and target tissue are shown.  

2.2.3. Plant Growth and Sample Collection 

Xylem, mature leaf, bark, dormant buds, phloem, flushing bud, and expanding leaf tissue 

were harvested from four P. trichocarpa genotype 'Nisqually-1' clones grown in a field without 

irrigation at the University of Victoria. For xylem samples, the bark was stripped from a three- 

to five-year-old branch from the mid-crown and the layer of developing cells was scraped 

from the wood using a single-blade industrial razor blade. Likewise, the innermost layer of the 

developing bark, i.e. phloem, was harvested by scraping the peeled bark. The whole root was 

harvested from twelve one-month old P. trichocarpa ‘Nisqually-1’ plants grown 

hydroponically in 1/10 Hoagland’s solution (Hoagland and Arnon, 1950) in growth chambers 
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under long-day conditions (16 h of light/8 h of dark, 25°C). Male catkins, female catkins, and 

seed tissue were harvested from east-facing, exposed side branches from the lower crown of 

12 mature P. trichocarpa trees from the Bowker Creek basin close to the University of Victoria 

using a pole pruner. Samples were harvested and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

Tissues were ground into a fine powder under liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until used.  

Ground plant tissues were extracted as previously described (Kolosova et al., 2004). Dried RNA 

pellets were resuspended in TURBO DNase digestion buffer and digested with TURBO DNase 

according to the manufacturer instructions (Life Technologies). Samples were washed with 

phenol (pH 4.5):chloroform (1:1 v/v) to remove residual DNase. Samples were analysed on a 

NanoDrop 2000C in order to determine yield. RNA was visualised on a TAE/formamide gel 

(Masek et al., 2005). cDNA synthesis was performed with 5 μg of total RNA in a 20 μL reaction 

with Oligo(dT)20 using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase as per manufacturer instructions 

(Life Technologies).  

2.2.4. qPCR 

The “Mix for CFX” (Life Technologies) was used as per manufacturer’s instructions on a CFX96 

(BioRad) thermocycler. Gradient PCR between 55 and 65ºC was used to optimize the 

annealing temperatures for each primer set, and 59°C was chosen as an acceptable annealing 

temperature for all primers (Supplementary Table 1). Samples were manually pipetted into 

96-well low-profile PCR plates (Thermo Scientific). Primers for elongation factor 1β (EF1β; 

Potri.009G018600), ubiquitin (Potri.014G115100.1) and ribosomal protein (RP; 

Potri.001G342500) which had previously been validated (Alber, 2016), were used as reference 
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transcripts. All samples were tested in triplicate; four biological replicates were used for 

xylem, mature leaf, bark, dormant buds, phloem, flushing bud, and expanding leaf; and three 

pooled replicates -- each consisting of at least three plants -- were used for root, male catkin, 

female catkin, and seed tissue. A single automatic cycle threshold for quantitation (Cq) was 

selected for each target using BioRad CFX manager 3.1. The change in Cq (ΔCq) values for 

each sample were determined by normalization to the geometric mean of the reference 

transcripts for that sample.  

2.2.5. RNAseq 

RNAseq expression data were provided by the POPCAN project (Corea et al., 2017). A set of 

435 P. trichocarpa ecotypes were previously collected by the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and 

Natural Resource Operations. Each ecotype was assigned a unique accession ID when added 

into the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations collection, and 

subsequent clones from the original ecotype are referred to as being the same accession and 

having the same accession ID. A subset of these P. trichocarpa accessions was grown in a 

replicated common garden trial at the University of British Columbia (McKown et al., 2014; Xie 

et al., 2009). Leaf and xylem samples were harvested from nearly 200 accessions, which were 

selected to be representative of genotypes across the range. Samples for each accession were 

harvested between 11:00 and 13:00 over 2 days (July 3-4, 2012) during an extended period of 

stable, calm, and clear weather. Current-year developing xylem (excluding the cambium) was 

collected after being exposed in windows cut from bark at breast height from the north side 

of replicate five-year-old trees grown in the common garden, as described (Porth et al., 2013). 

Duplicate developing leaves at a uniform growth stage (first fully unfurled leaf below the 
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shoot apex) were harvested from two independent current-year shoots derived from an 

individual clone of each accession grown in a clonal bank at the same location. For 

developing xylem, RNA was acquired from a total of 385 samples representing 195 

accessions, and for leaves, RNA from 389 samples from 193 unique accessions was acquired. 

Most samples (182 and 181 accessions, respectively, for xylem and leaf) were harvested in 

duplicate or more highly replicated. Leaf tissue for RNA purification was ground using 

Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer (5 s, 5500 RPM x 2; tissue frozen in liquid N2 between 

grindings). Xylem tissue was ground in liquid N2 using a mortar and pestle. RNA was purified 

in a two-step procedure: the first step was carried out using PureLink® Plant RNA Reagent 

(Invitrogen, Life Technologies) following the manufacturer's protocol. The second step was 

carried out using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the RNA clean-up and On-Column 

DNase digestion steps from the manufacturer's protocol. The quantity and quality of the 

purified RNAs was evaluated using a 2100 BioAnalyzer instrument (Agilent) with the Agilent 

RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent). RNA samples with RNA integrity number -- an (RIN) (Mueller et 

al., 2004) -- greater than or equal to 7 were submitted to the Michael Smith Genome Sciences 

Centre (Vancouver, Canada) for non-strand specific library preparation and transcriptome 

sequencing. Sequencing was carried out on an Illumina HiSeq instrument with 75-base 

paired-end tags (PET). Samples were indexed at 6 per HiSeq lane with an average of 30 Gb 

sequence per lane obtained.  

A local Galaxy (http://usegalaxy.org) pipeline was implemented for analysis of the raw RNA-

Seq data obtained from the Genome Science Centre as described by (Hefer et al., 2015). 

Paired-end reads were trimmed to remove low-quality reads and adapters using 
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Trimmomatic (a 4bp sliding window, an average quality of 20, reads shorter than 50bp were 

discarded) (Bolger et al., 2014). Tophat 2.0.8 (Trapnell et al., 2012) was used to map the 

trimmed reads (mean inner distance of 300bp, read anchor length of 8bp, and allowing for 2 

mismatches) to V3.1 of the P. trichocarpa genome, containing 41,335 putative gene 

transcripts. Cufflinks v2.1.1 (Trapnell et al., 2012) was used to calculate fragments per kilobase 

of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values for each transcript (performing bias 

correction and multi-read corrections). FPKM values were provided by POPCAN (Hefer et al., 

2015) for co-expression analysis performed as part of this thesis. A Pearsons correlation 

coefficient was generated between each of the annotated gene transcripts in the P. 

trichocarpa genome V3.1 (Tuskan et al., 2006) using R v3.4.0. A custom R script was made 

which generated pairwise Pearson correlations coefficient for every gene vs every other gene 

in the Populus genome using median-centred gene expression data across accession for the 

xylem and leaf datasets separately. The genes with Pearson correlation coefficient (r2)> 0.6 for 

the HCTs were included in this analysis and identifiers were retrieved using Phytomine 

(Goodstein et al., 2012) and MapMan (Thimm et al., 2004).  

 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Phylogeny 

In order to determine which genes to consider as candidates for a particular function, 

phylogenetic sub-grouping and determining evolutionary relationship to characterized genes 

is a powerful tool. Many of the sequences that are included in phylogenies are from large-
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scale sequencing projects and are based on computational gene modelling only. Therefore, 

the phylogenetic reconstruction performed here was anchored with high-quality sequence 

data available for characterised enzymes. Extensive literature reviews identified 119 BAHD 

enzymes with experimentally characterized biochemical functions (Supplementary Table 3), 

which were aligned and used for an initial phylogenetic reconstruction (Supplementary 

Figure 1). Expanding on this sequence collection, available sequences from Genbank, 

Phytozome and Uniprot were identified through BLAST searches using enzymes with known 

functions from each functionally distinct clade as baits. This resulted in a total of 5266 unique 

sequences from 313 species in 186 genera. The profile HMM for the initial alignment of 

functionally characterized enzymes was used as a template for expanding the alignment 

towards the entire publicly-available BAHD family. Adding these to the phylogeny allows 

subdivision of the family based on evolutionary relationship and the identification of putative 

orthologs, i.e. close relatives across species with the same function. Alignment and 

phylogenetic reconstructions grew increasingly computationally intense as the number of 

sequences increased; therefore, FastTree was used for the complete phylogeny as it requires 

less computational resources and completes in a shorter time than PhyML (Price et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2-1. Phylogenetic Reconstruction of Available Putative BAHD Acyltransferases 
A phylogenetic reconstruction which includes all ~5300 BAHD acyltransferases with available sequence data in 
the GenBank, UniProt, and Phytozome databases. Clade groupings are based on bootstrap support which is 
indicated on the figure. The identities of the characterized enzymes labelled in purple and the numbers are 
represented in Supplementary Table 3 and are used to infer functional relationships. Every line represents a 
unique protein sequence and branch colour coding is indicated in (Table 2-1). 
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Table 2-1. Colour Coding System Used for Branches in Phylogenetic Reconstructions.  
Colour groupings are based on systematic groups to aid in visual interpretation of the phylogenetic 
reconstruction. 

Taxa Colour # of sequences 
Eudicots Red 2937 
Angiosperms excluding eudicots (primarily monocots) Orange 1511 
Gymnosperms Yellow 157 
Lycopods light green 126 
Bryophytes dark green 22 
Chlorophytes light blue 5 
Fungi dark blue 472 
Eukaryotes excluding fungi and viridiplantae light purple 12 
Bacteria and archaea dark purple 13 
Other Black 1 

The final phylogeny included ~5,300 BAHD protein sequences and identified several distinct 

phylogenetic clades, the grouping of these clades were statistically supported based on the 

bootstrapping method (Felsenstein, 1985), with groupings in which 0.70 of clades generated 

by random sampling with replacement remained the same (Figure 2-1). These clades were 

arbitrarily assigned letters A thru K. Previously the BAHD superfamily had been broken into 5 

clades labelled I-V (D'Auria, 2006) and clades I, III, and V were subsequently subdivided 

(Tuominen et al., 2011). In my phylogenetic reconstruction I have further subdivided clade Va 

into four major groupings (clade I, J, K, and L). The addition of sequences beyond the 

angiosperms allowed for the clarification of evolutionary context. Several of the clades are 

rooted by bryophytes and lycopods, indicating the ancient origin and preservation of the 

group. Independent phylogenetic reconstructions of each of these clades were generated to 

substantiate the sub-divisions (Table 2-2; Supplementary Figure 2 to Supplementary Figure 

13).  
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Table 2-2. Summary of Clade Definitions Based on Phylogenetic Reconstructions 
The clades defined below are based on the phylogenetic reconstruction of the BAHD acyltransferases. The 
previously published phylogenetic reconstructions are provided for reference. The substantial additional 
sequence information used in this work allowed for breakdown of the major clades into several additional 
subclades.  
 

Clade D’Auria Clade1 Tuominen Clade2 Bootstrap Supported Subclades 

A   2 

B II II 4 

C III IIIa 4 

D I Ia 3 

E III IIIb 3 

F IV IV 2 

G V Vb 4 

I V Va 2 

J V Va 2 

K V Va 3 

L V Va 2 

The enzymes within the BAHD superfamily are known to be quite promiscuous with respect 

to substrate specificity, so caution is warranted when drawing functional conclusions based 

on evolutionary relationship within these clades. Subclade phylogenies were generated using 

PhyML, with SPR and NNI for tree refinement, which provides a more accurate result than 

FastTree, but takes up to 100 times longer for computational analysis (Price et al., 2010). 

Several of the clades contain few to no characterised members. Clade H does not contain any 

characterised enzymes, clades E and J each only contain one characterised member and clade 

F contains three characterised members. Group E-I consists of bryophyte and lycopods 

sequences, forming the base for sister groups E-II and E-III. This suggest separation of clade E 

                                                 

1 D'Auria, J.C. 2006. Acyltransferases in plants: a good time to be BAHD. Current Opinion in Plant Biology 9(3): 331-340. 
2 Tuominen, L.K., Johnson, V.E., and Tsai, C.-J. 2011. Differential phylogenetic expansions in BAHD acyltransferases across five 

angiosperm taxa and evidence of divergent expression among Populus paralogues. BMC Genomics 12(1): 236-236. 
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from other BAHD clades prior to the bryophyte/vascular plant split some 400 million years 

ago. The one characterised member in group E is in group E-II and is an acetyl-CoA coniferyl 

alcohol transferase which is involved in the biosynthesis of the volatile ester isoeugenol, a 

prominent floral scent component of a Petunia hybrid (Supplementary Table 3 #49).  

Clade J is subdivided into three distinct sub-clades. Group J-I contains primarily monocot 

sequences. Groups J-II and J-III each are rooted by an Amborella sequence and each contain 

both monocots and eudicots. This suggests divergence of the three clades early in or prior to 

angiosperm diversification. Only J-III contains a characterised member and it is involved in 

volatile compounds biosynthesis; this enzyme from A. eriantha primarily forms small esters 

particularly butyl acetate and butyl propionate (Supplementary Table 3 #90).  

Group F-II is rooted by bryophyte, lycopods, amborella sequences, again suggesting early 

divergence within the land plants. All three characterised members are hydroxycinnamoyl 

amine transferases including an enzyme from N. attenuata which is responsible for coumaryl-

putrescine (Supplementary Table 3 #50) and two isoforms of an enzyme from H. vulgare, 

which is responsible for the synthesis for the antifungal hydroxycinnamoyl-agmatine and its 

derivatives (Supplementary Table 3 #51-52). Given that a protein from both a eudicot and a 

monocot in this group can produce hydroxycinnamoyl-amides, this may be a common 

function of clade F proteins. 

Group A-I consists of fungal sequences rooted by bacterial and archaea sequences. Group A-II 

consists solely of fungal sequences and contains the trichothecene 3-O-acetyltransferases 

which protect the fungi from mycotoxins that they produce. These mycotoxins are 
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responsible for many of the symptoms associated with Fusarium head blight which is 

caused by the pathogenic fungi F. graminearum and F. sporotrichioides (Supplementary Table 

3 #51-52). BAHD proteins are predominantly found in plants, but this clade appears to be 

exclusively from non-plant species and may represent an early horizontal gene or frequent 

horizontal gene transfers from a plant source. It is noteworthy that plant-pathogenic fungi are 

frequently found among the fungi which contain BAHDs; however, fungi which affect humans 

and their crops may be over represented as sequence data is more likely to be available.  

Clade B is rooted by the lycopod group B-I and contains three other groups, each containing 

gymnosperm, monocot, and eudicot sequences. The only characterised members of Group B-

IV are acyltransferases involved in wax formation. A group of Arabidopsis epicuticular wax 

layer mutants, called eceriferum (cer) mutants are defective in long chain fatty acid 

biosynthesis. The Arabidopsis cer26 (Supplementary Table 3 #5) mutant cannot produce 

aliphatic chains longer than 30 carbons(Pascal et al., 2013); the CER2 (Supplementary Table 3 

#3) protein has been shown to interact with condensing enzymes and modify the chain 

length of the substrate produced from 28 carbons to 30 carbons in Arabidopsis (Negruk et al., 

1996). Similarly, the glossy 2 BAHD acyltransferase mutant from maize is also deficient in long 

chain wax formation (Supplementary Table 3 #4). Thus, the group as a whole appears to be 

primarily responsible for long chain fatty acid biosynthesis involved in wax formation.  

Group C is primarily composed of eudicot sequences subdivided into four groups and 

containing members representing a wide substrate range, both related to the acyl groups 

transferred and to the acyl acceptors. Acetyl-CoA and flavonoids, however, are the most 
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common substrates of characterised members. Group C-I contains acetyl and malonyl 

transferases including an enzyme from S. lycopersicum shown to be involved in triacyl sugar 

biosynthesis (Supplementary Table 3 #6), the well-characterised acetyl-CoA: benzylalcohol 

acetyltransferase from C. breweri which forms benzyl acetate, a major constituent of floral 

scent (Supplementary Table 3 #8), and the anthocyanin malonyltransferase involved in 

salvianin colouration of S. splendens (Supplementary Table 3 #19). A C-I subgroup contains 

two characterised N. attenuata members that are responsible for spermidine transferases 

activity (Supplementary Table 3 #12, 13). Clade C-II contains acetyl transferases responsible 

for morphine biosynthesis (Supplementary Table 3 #16) and vinorine synthesis 

(Supplementary Table 3 #18). Group C-III contains acyl transferases that function on alkaloids 

and are involved in the biosynthesis of deacetylvindoline and minovincinine in C. roseus 

(Supplementary Table 3 #10-11) and capsaicin in C. annuum (Supplementary Table 3 #7). 

Group C-IV contains several acetyl transferases involved in biosynthesis of volatiles 

(Supplementary Table 3 #9, 14, 15, 17).  

Group D breaks down into three subclades; one bryophyte/lycopod clade rooting two sister 

clades, again suggesting separation of this clade early during vascular plant evolution. D-III 

contains several well characterised malonyl-CoA flavonoid glycoside transferases 

(Supplementary Table 3 #21-40, 42-48). With the exception of a single amide acyltransferase 

from a Torenia hybrid (Supplementary Table 3 #20), it is exclusively composed of malonyl-CoA 

flavonoid glycoside transferases. Although enzymes in this group are generally characterised 

as malonyl-CoA flavonoid glycoside transferases, many enzymes in this group appear to be 

promiscuous in their choice of acyl-CoA substrates: in addition to malonyl-CoA, the group can 
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include donors as large as hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA’s. In contrast to group D-III, group D-II is 

less well categorised, and the only characterised member of this group is the Defective in 

Cuticular Ridges (DCR) gene from Arabidopsis; this gene functions in the creation of 

triacylglyceride by acetylating diacylglycerides (Supplementary Table 3 #41).  

Clade K is split into two groups. One of these, group K-I, contains only gymnosperm 

sequences from T. baccata. These enzymes are mainly related to the biosynthetic pathway of 

paclitaxel, a compound used in cancer therapy and sold under the brand name Taxol, and no 

other characterised enzymes are contained within this group. This grouping is likely biased in 

the phylogenetic reconstruction since there is a lack of sufficient gymnosperm sequence 

information and the pharmaceutical importance of Paclitaxel has resulted in the addition of a 

wealth of sequence information for genes related to its biosynthesis. Group K-II contains 

several hydroxycinnamoyl transferases. This group is enriched in monocot sequences and has 

been proposed to be a clade of BAHD acyl transferases involved in integration of 

hydroxycinnamates into grass cell walls, termed the Mitchell clade (Supplementary Table 3 

#95-96). Two other enzymes from the monocot I. hollandica, which form hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid conjugates, also fall into this clade (Supplementary Table 3 #92-93), as well as an 

alcohol acetyl transferase involved in volatile ester biosynthesis from M. sapientum 

(Supplementary Table 3 #94).  

Group L contains almost exclusively plant volatile ester synthesis enzymes with the exception 

of a 13-hydroxylupanine O-tigloyltransferase from Lupis albinus which functions in alkaloid 

biosynthesis. 3-hexen-1-yl acetate in A. thaliana (Supplementary Table 3 #108) and N. 
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tabacum (Supplementary Table 3 #116) is formed from enzymes in the clade. Enzymes in 

Petunia x hybrida cv. Mitchell 'Diploid' (Supplementary Table 3 #117) and C. breweri 

(Supplementary Table 3 #109) form benzyl benzoate in flowers. A wide range of enzymes 

from V. pubescens (Supplementary Table 3 #118), V. labrusca (Supplementary Table 3 #119), C. 

melo (Supplementary Table 3 #110, 111 105) M. pumila (Supplementary Table 3 #114, 115) F. 

ananassa (Supplementary Table 3 #112) and Actinidia ssp. (Supplementary Table 3 #106, 107) 

form a diverse array of fruit ripening volatile esters including benzyl and butyl acetate. The 

majority of enzymes with known HCT activity which act on small alcohols and amines, were 

found in clade G. Additionally, no characterised enzyme in this clade has been shown to have 

any activity other than HCT. A few characterised HCTs exist outside this clade, but they have 

unusual substrates such as C30 alcohols, large flavonoid conjugates, or hormones such as 

melatonin. Thus, based on these phylogenetic analyses, the HCTs responsible for HCC 

formation are likely to be found in this clade. Within the clade, multiple subdivisions are 

apparent, defining 3 well-supported (>0.80) sub-clades and another cluster with moderate 

(0.63) bootstrap support (Figure 2-2). The clade we have labelled G-I contains only benzoyl-

CoA:anthranilate N-benzoyltransferase sequences from Dianthus caryophyllus. In our 

phylogenetic reconstructions, they often formed the base of G-II; however, their grouping 

with G-II had poor support (0.33) so they were kept as a separate group. These sequences are 

annotated as benzoyl-CoA transferases as Dianthus caryophyllus produces the N-

benzoylanthranilate as the precursor of several sets of dianthramides; however, the original 

biochemical characterization indicates that the activity of these enzymes with 4-coumaroyl-

CoA far exceeds their activity with benzoyl-CoA (Yang et al., 1997), suggesting that these are 
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also primarily HCTs similar to the other members of clade G. Two out of the four groups 

contain only two characterised members, making predictions regarding their functions 

problematic. Clade G-II exclusively contains sequences from eudicots; including the 

Arabidopsis spermidine hydroxycinnamoyl transferase (SHT) which is involved in pollen-coat 

formation (Supplementary Table 3 #55) and the HCT from Trifolium pretense which acts on 

malate, potentially being involved in the synthesis of the terpenoid, phaselic acid. While clade 

G-III contains exclusively monocot sequences, one enzyme from O. sativa has been 

characterised as producing glyceryl ferulate, acting on glycerol and ferulate as its preferred 

substrates. The other enzyme appears to be an HQT that forms chlorogenic acid. The largest 

clade G-IV contains sequences from all land-plant taxonomic groups, and also contains the 

majority of characterised HCTs which catalyze a wide diversity of HCT reactions. Notably, 

within G-IV, a number of hydroxycinnamoyl shikimate transferases (HST) form subclade G-IV-

α, rooted by a P. patens gene (Figure 2-3). The hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA shikimate/quinate 

hydroxycinnamoyl transferase (HST) clade within the HCT clade typically has very short 

branch lengths, indicating that there is very little evolutionary divergence between these 

enzymes. The HSTs that have been characterised are involved in lignin biosynthesis and are 

essential to plant growth and survival. As such, it would be plausible to assume that the short 

branch length is indicative of purifying selection to maintain the shikimate specificity of this 

enzyme; additional selection tests would be warranted for confirmation. Although in general, 

the G-IV-α. clade has very short branch lengths, there are a few nodes with long branch 

lengths that appear to shift position, which may explain why the G-IV boot strap support is 

low (0.63).  
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Figure 2-2. Phylogenetic Reconstruction of the Putative HCT Clade (Clade G) 
The phylogenetic reconstruction shows that the large majority of the enzymes that have been characterized 
belong to group G-IV. The primary substrate of each of selected characterised enzymes is displayed for Groups 
G-I, G-II, and G-III. Branch colour coding as indicated in Table 2-1. Bootstrap values indicate the fraction of 
bootstrap replicates with the same topology.  
As all of the sequences available in NCBI were included in this analysis, the phylogenies 

generated are strongly biased towards species and genes that have previously been 

considered important by humans. As such, the lignin HCTs in eudicots and chlorogenic acid 

forming HCTs are highly overrepresented, and this may have caused sub clades to shift 
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position. Bryophytes, lycopods, and gymnosperms are underrepresented, and expansion of 

the sequence coverage in the bryophytes, lycopods, and gymnosperms may help to define 

the clades. One node that frequently shifts position in G-IV-α, contains monocots, including 

the chlorogenic acid -specific Pancium virgatum HQT, and the Avena sativa 5-

hydroxyanthranilate-specific HCT. The other node that shift positions contains exclusively 

eudicots, including the rosmarinic acid synthases from Melissa officinalis and Solenostemon 

scutellarioides and the HQT from Lonicera japonica. 

 The P. patens (Pp3c2_29140V1.1) isoform in G-IV-α has not yet had a biological function 

associated with it, and P. patens does not produce lignin; however, the cloned enzyme can 

form many substrates including the S-lignin and G-lignin precursor caffeoyl shikimate (Eudes 

et al., 2016). Although Physcomitrella does not produce lignin it produces a waxy cuticle 

enriched in hydroxycinnamoyl conjugates which has been proposed to be an essential 

evolutionary adaptation in the transition of plants to land (Renault et al., 2017). Being 

phylogenetically located at the base of the lignin specific HCT subclade, it is tempting to 

speculate that this gene may be involved in the formation of this phenolic enriched cuticle in 

Physcomitrella. This gene may have undergone positive selection early in vascular plant 

evolution and evolved to a shikimate specific lignin specific biosynthetic gene. The ability to 

synthesize lignin is essential for vascular plants, and this may explain why a copy of this gene 

has been maintained in all plants and the members in this subgroup are more similar to each 

other than in other groups. As such, it would be plausible to assume that the short branch 

length is indicative of purifying selection to maintain the shikimate specificity of this enzyme; 

however, additional selection tests would be required for confirmation. 
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Group G-IV-β appears to contain exclusively enzymes involved in chlorogenic-acid 

biosynthesis; therefore, this clade is the most likely candidate when looking for an enzyme 

involved in chlorogenic acid biosynthesis. In group G-IV-β there is an uncharacterised A. 

thaliana gene (At5g57840) which has been previously annotated as a potential anthranilate 

benzoyl transferase, due to high similarity to a protein in Dianthus caryophyllus. The expected 

gene product of this enzyme has not been characterised in A. thaliana, but the phylogenetic 

evidence indicates that this enzyme could be a chlorogenic acid synthase; however, 

chlorogenic acid cannot be detected in A. thaliana extracts indicating that the functional 

products of this clade may be more diverse than the phylogeny would indicate. HCTs can be 

very promiscuous with their substrate specificity, for example the alcohol acyltransferase from 

F. vesca can act on substrates as varied as methanol, cinnamoyl alcohol and eugenol. The 

substrate promiscuity demonstrated by these enzymes indicates that genomic analysis may 

be insufficient for the determination of substrate specificity. 

Because there are a large number of sequences and only a few characterised enzymes, this 

phylogenetic reconstruction does not provide a definite picture of enzyme function; however, 

it provides a solid basis for selection of candidate genes within the large BAHD superfamily. It 

identified nine HCT candidates and suggested distinct functions related to lignin and soluble 

HCC biosynthesis in Populus. Overall, Clade G contains hydroxycinnamoyl alcohol transferases 

(HCTs) along with a few amine transferases. The vast majority of enzymes with known HCT 

activity are contained within clade G. A few characterised HCTs exist outside of this clade, but 

they have unusual substrates such as C30 alcohols, large flavonoid conjugates, or hormones 

such as melatonin. Most of the characterised HCTs which use small alcohols and amines as 
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substrates belong to this clade. Additionally, all of the characterised enzymes in this clade 

(33) have HCT activity. Thus, based on these phylogenetic analyses, the HCTs that are 

responsible for HCC formation are likely to be found in this clade (Supplementary Table 3; 

Figure 2-3). 

 

Figure 2-3. Phylogenetic Reconstruction of BAHD Group G-IV 
Clade G-IV represents the primary hydroxycinnamoyl transferases clade with G-IV-α containing primarily lignin 
associated enzymes and G-IV-β containing primarily chlorogenic acid associated enzymes. The identities of the 
characterized enzymes labelled in purple are included in Table 2-1 and are used to infer functional relationships. 
Every line represents a unique protein sequence and branch colour coding is as indicated in Table 2-1. 
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2.3.2. The HCT Family in Populus 

Nine genes in P. trichocarpa were identified as being potential HCT homologs out of a total of 

106 P. trichocarpa BAHD family members identified here (Table 2-3). Due to the recent whole-

genome duplication, most of the poplar isoforms exist in pairs; the isoforms are named such 

that the pairs share the same letter identifier and were arbitrarily assigned either 1 or 2. 

Although there are instances in which a pair do not have identical function (Chedgy et al., 

2015), they frequently have a similar function. When designing transgenics, there is a strong 

risk that gene pairs are redundant and if knock-outs are generated for only one of the 

paralogs that there would be no detectable phenotype. Two of the HCT isoforms in P. 

trichocarpa (PtHCTE1, Potri.006G165200; PtHCTE2, Potri.018G109900) show significant 

similarity to an HCT involved in hydroxycinnamoyl-spermidine production during pollen-coat 

formation and have been placed into clade G-II. All other P. trichocarpa HCT candidates are 

located in clade G-IV. Among them, two of the P. trichocarpa HCT isoforms fall into group G-IV-

α (PtHCTA1, Potri.001G042900; PtHCTA2, Potri.003G183900) and are closely related to a 

characterised HST involved in lignin biosynthesis (Supplementary Table 3 #54-84) . They thus 

constitute candidates for shikimate ester biosynthesis leading to lignin biosynthesis, 

predominantly during wood formation. The remaining five genes in group G-IV-β (PtHCTB, 

Potri.018G105500; PtHCTC1, Potri.018G104800; PtHCTC2, Potri.018G104700; PtHCTD1, 

Potri.005G028100; PtHCTD2, Potri.005G028000) are candidates that are likely to be involved in 

other transferase activities, and may be responsible for the formation of the diverse HCCs 

found in Populus. These genes are closely related to each other and have a high sequences 

similarity, placing them in the same distinct section of clade G-IV-β. This clade thus far has 
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been exclusively characterised as having chlorogenic-acid forming HCTs; however, the 

duplication events leading to 5 different isoforms present the possibility for functional 

divergence. These are the most likely candidates for enzymes responsible for the diverse 

soluble HCCs that are found in Populus.  

Table 2-3. Genes Identified in P. trichocarpa Encoding Hydroxycinnamoyl Transferase Candidates 
Genes were selected based on proximity to characterized hydroxycinnamoyl transferases in the phylogenetic 
reconstruction (Figure 2-2). P. trichocarpa genome ID numbers are included with all isoforms, variants, and 
transcripts being represented by the primary ID.  

Gene Group Potri ID 

PtHCTA1 G-IV-α  Potri.001G042900 

PtHCTA2 G-IV-α  Potri.003G183900 

PtHCTB G-IV-β  Potri.018G105500 

PtHCTC1 G-IV-β  Potri.018G104800 

PtHCTC2 G-IV-β  Potri.018G104700 

PtHCTD1 G-IV-β Potri.005G028100 

PtHCTD2 G-IV-β  Potri.005G028000 

PtHCTE1 G-II  Potri.006G165200 

PtHCTE2 G-II  Potri.018G109900 

Phylogenetic reconstructions can decipher evolutionary relationships which frequently 

indicates orthology, i.e., functional equivalence, but proper biochemical characterisation is 

required to assign function. Phylogenetic analyses are a valid starting point for providing 

functional hypotheses; but caution must be taken, as sometimes an enzyme responsible for a 

function can have no obvious sequence similarity to other enzymes with a similar function 

(i.e. they acquired the same function through convergent evolution), and vice versa -- 

enzymes with high sequence similarity may have distinct catalytic activities because 

sometimes only a few amino acid changes at the active site may be sufficient to change 

substrate specificity. Complementing phylogenetic analyses with alternative assessment, 
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such as transcript expression profiling, is therefore necessary to further substantiate 

functional hypotheses. 

2.3.3. Tissue and Organ Expression profiling 

The abundance of the candidate HCT transcripts were extracted from publicly available 

microarray data (Guo et al., 2014). Due to the high similarity between P. trichocarpa isoforms, 

probes were not available to distinguish between the PtHCTA1/PtHCTA2 and the 

PtHCTE1/PtHCTE2 pairs; however, based on microarray expression data, at least one of the 

transcripts in the PtHCTA1/PtHCTA2 pair is more highly expressed in xylem tissue and at least 

one of the transcripts in the PtHCTE1/PtHCTE2 pair is more highly expressed in catkins, 

indicating that their respective roles may be lignin formation in xylem and pollen coat 

formation in catkins. PtHCTB could not be readily detected in any of the target tissues. 

PtHCTD1 and PtHCTD2 appeared to be highly expressed in outer bark and phloem, indicating 

that these transcripts may have a role in the production of the secondary metabolites 

produces there. The primary tissues in which the HCC chlorogenic acid is produced is young 

leaves (Tsai et al., 2006) and PtHCTC1 and PtHCTC2 were highly expressed in these tissues 

(Figure 2-4). 

For further confirmation of the expression of the target gene transcripts, qPCR was carried out 

(Figure 2-5). Primers designed for PtHCTA2 did not successfully amplify the target; however, 

PtHCTA1 showed high expression in xylem, leaves, and male catkins. In the microarray data 

PtHCTA was much higher in the xylem than it was in the leaves or male catkins. Lignin is 

produced in many tissues including vascular tissue in the leaves and the male flowers. 
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Figure 2-4. Microarray Expression of PtHCT Genes in Selected Tissues 
Microarray data collated from publically available data (Guo et al., 2014) show PtHCTA, PTHCTC, and PTHCTCE 
expression in xylem, mature leaf, and male catkin, respectively. Each line represents a biological replicate 
available for that tissue type in the compiled data. PtHCTA and PtHCTE isoforms could not be distinguished. 
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Figure 2-5. qPCR Expression Data for PtHCT Targets in Selected Tissues 
PtHCTA1 and PtHCTE2 show strong expression in xylem (wood) and male catkin (pollen), respectively. Samples 
with no detectable expression assigned the lowest value for colouring. Each line represents a biological replicate 
available for that tissue type in the compiled data. (n=4 biological; 3 technical).
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The discrepancy between the qPCR and microarray data for this tissue may be due to 

different sampling practices. Whole leaf and male flowers, including the lignified petiole were 

extracted for qPCR. Primers designed for PtHCTE1 also did not successfully amplify the target. 

Although other enzymes showed higher expression in male catkins in the qPCR dataset than 

PtHCTE2, it was most highly expressed in male catkins and was expected to be in male catkin 

based on the phylogenetic reconstruction. These qPCR data support the hypothesis that 

these genes are the primarily candidates for lignin formation in xylem and pollen coat 

formation in male catkins. PtHCTC1 and PtHCTC2 both showed the strong expression in 

young leaves supporting their assignment as the leaf chlorogenic acid HCT.  

2.3.1. Targeted Expression Profiling Using RNASeq 

Using RNASeq data acquired from xylem and leaf tissue from almost 200 natural P. trichocarpa 

accessions, the relative expression of all HCT candidates were examined (Figure 2-6). PtHCTA1 

and PtHCTA2 appear to be highly expressed in xylem tissues and moderately expressed in 

leaves indicative of lignin biosynthesis. PtHCTC1 and PtHCTC2 have strong expression in 

young leaves making them possible candidate’s for chlorogenic acid production. Overall 

combining the phylogenetic data and the expression data (Figure 2-7): only PtHCTA1/2 show 

strong consistent expression in xylem, consistent with lignin function. PtHCTC1/2 show 

expression in young leaf tissue that varies in the microarray treatments, consistent with 

secondary metabolite production. PtHCTE2 only shows expression in male catkin in the qPCR 

analysis; however, the microarray data is not consistent.  
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Figure 2-6. RNASeq Expression of HCTs in Mature Leaf and Xylem Tissues 
RNASeq expression of the HCTs shows that PtHCTA1/PtHCTA2 were most highly expressed in xylem, and that 
expression of PtHCTA1/PtHCTA2 and PtHCTC1/PtHCTC2 are highly expressed in mature leaf. Each line represents 
a different Populus accession. 
 
Networks of tightly co-regulated genes can be determined based on their co-expression in 

natural populations (Porth et al., 2013). In order to obtain further indications of putative 

functions, gene-co-expression analyses were performed comparing transcript abundance 

variation across accessions in a given tissue of each HCT with all other transcripts in the 

Populus genome. With the exception of PtHCTA2, none of the HCT gene transcript 

abundances were well correlated with any other transcripts in the Populus transcriptome in 

the xylem or leaf RNASeq data (Pearson correlation coefficient [r2] > 0.6). Although I was not 

able to design a successful primer for PtHCTA2, it was found to be highly expressed in the 

xylem and co-expression analysis of this transcript indicated that it was tightly co-expressed 

with other cell-wall related genes (Table 2-4).
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Figure 2-7. Combined Microarray, qPCR, and RNASeq Expression Data for PtHCTA1/2, PtHCTC1/2, and PtHCTE2 
Of the candidates only PtHCTA1/2 show strong consistent expression in xylem, consistent with lignin function. PtHCTC1/2 show expression in young leaf 
tissue that varies in the microarray treatments which is consistent with secondary metabolite production in leaves. PtHCTE2 only shows expression in male 
catkin in the qPCR analysis which expected tissue based on phylogenetic placement; however, the microarray data is not consistent.  
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Of the transcripts that were co-expressed with PtHCTA2, several of the transcripts are 

annotated as enzymes involved in aromatic amino acid metabolism and the general pathway 

and include: an arogenate dehydratase (Potri.004G188100), two phenylalanine ammonia 

lyases (Potri.008G038200, Potri.016G091100), two cinnamate 4-hydroxylase 

(Potri.013G157900, Potri.019G130700), and two 4-coumarate--CoA ligase isoforms 

(Potri.001G036900, Potri.003G188500). Likewise, a ferulic acid 5-hydroxylase 

(Potri.007G016400), involved in G- and S-monolignol biosynthesis is tightly co-expressed. 

Furthermore, other enzymes and regulatory proteins involved in secondary cell-wall 

biosynthesis and xylem differentiation are among the co-expressed transcripts. 

Galacturonosyl transferase 12 (Potri.001G416800001G416800) is involved in the biosynthesis 

of xylan and pectin in woody tissues, and the gene Irregular Xylem 15 (Potri.007G047000) 

functions in xylan biosynthesis and deposition (Brown et al., 2011). Four proteins are 

transcriptional regulators with known functions in xylem differentiation and secondary cell-

wall biogenesis: the myb-domain protein 43 (Potri.017G130300), and three NAC (NAM (no 

apical meristem), ATAF1 and −2, and CUC2 (cup-shaped cotyledon)) domain-containing 

protein 73s (Potri.007G135300, Potri.011G058400, Potri.017G016700). These NAC domain-

containing protein 73s are similar to the A. thaliana SNDs involved in the regulation of fibre 

formation (Zhong et al., 2007). The remainder have unclear function and are not similar to 

well-characterised plant proteins; however, based on enzymes with characterised functions in 

plants with a pattern of expression similar to PtHCTA2, it appears that this gene transcript is 

correlated with the shikimate, phenylpropanoid, and monolignol pathways. 
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Table 2-4. Top 25 Genes Co-expressed with PtHCTA2 in Xylem Across 195 Natural Accessions of P. 
trichocarpa 
Gene transcript abundances most highly correlated (Pearson’s) with PtHCTA2 across 195 natural accessions of P. 
trichocarpa. FPKM values were provided by POPCAN (Corea et al., 2017). A custom R script generated pairwise 
Pearson correlations coefficient for each of the annotated gene transcripts in the P. trichocarpa genome V3.1 
(Tuskan et al., 2006) vs every other annotated transcript in order to determine highly co-regulated genes in the 
natural population. The transcript pairs with Pearson correlation coefficient (r2)> 0.6 were included in this 
analysis and identifiers were manually retrieved from Phytomine and MapMan databases. Secondary cell-wall 
formation transcripts appear to be over-represented.  

Potri ID r2 Mapman Phytomine 

Potri.003G183900 1.00 Hydroxycinnamoyl transferase Shikimate O-hydroxycinnamoyltransferase 

Potri.001G416800 0.87 Galacturonosyl transferase 12 Galacturonosyl transferase 12 

Potri.010G095900 0.87 Protein kinase family protein  Interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase 4 

Potri.004G188100 0.86 Arogenate dehydratase 6 Prephenate dehydratase family protein 

Potri.008G038200 0.86 Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 1 Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase.  

Potri.007G016400 0.86 Ferulic acid 5-hydroxylase 1 Cytochrome P450 

Potri.017G130300 0.86 Myb domain protein 43 Myb family transcription factor  

Potri.013G157900 0.86 Cinnamate 4-monooxygenase Trans-cinnamate 4-monooxygenase  

Potri.005G141300 0.85   

Potri.001G036900 0.85 4-Coumarate--CoA ligase 2 4-Coumarate-CoA ligase 

Potri.007G135300 0.85 NAC domain-containing protein 73 No apical meristem family protein 

Potri.006G167200 0.85 Cytochrome P450 reductase 2 Cytochrome P450 reductase 

Potri.011G058400 0.84 NAC domain-containing protein 73 NAC domain-containing protein 

Potri.017G016700 0.84 NAC domain-containing protein 73 No apical meristem family protein 

Potri.008G198100 0.84 Endo/exonuclease/phosphatase Endo/exonuclease/phosphatase 

Potri.012G023400 0.84 Auxin-responsive family protein  SAUR family protein 

Potri.003G188500 0.83 4-Coumarate-CoA ligase 2 4-Coumarate-CoA ligase 

Potri.010G076200 0.83  Targeting protein for Xklp2 

Potri.005G211000 0.83   

Potri.015G075300 0.83 Kinesin light chain-r elated  Kinesin light chain 

Potri.016G091100 0.83 Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 1 Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase  

Potri.004G001800 0.82   

Potri.019G130700 0.82 Cinnamate 4-hydroxylase  

Potri.007G047000 0.82  Protein Irregular Xylem 15 related 

Potri.016G141900 0.82   

Potri.010G088200 0.82   
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Figure 2-8. Co-expression Heat Map of the 25 Genes Most Highly Correlated with PtHCTA2 
The transcript abundances determined by RNASeq are shown for the transcripts shown in Table 2-4. Linear colour gradient indicates mean centred and 
normalised log2(FPKM). Transcripts (Table 2-4) are sorted (top to bottom) by Pearson correlation with PtHCTA2 and each column represents a Populus 
accession sorted by average expression level with each column representing a different accession.  
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2.4. Conclusions 

The large majority of characterised HCTs are within the BAHD superfamily of enzymes. By 

generating phylogenies based on the amino acid sequences of all BAHD enzymes, candidates 

were identified based on evolutionary relationships to characterised members. This placed 

BAHDs with HCT function primarily into clade G. This provided an evolutionary framework for 

which genes to include or exclude in further analyses. Clade G contained nine HCT candidates 

in Populus, and phylogenetic position within clade G provided my first hypothesis for 

functional diversity, which was further supported by transcript-expression profiling. Two 

candidate genes (Potri.001G042900, PtHCTA1; Potri.003G183900, PtHCTA2) were 

hypothesised to be responsible for caffeoyl-shikimate formation during secondary xylem (i.e. 

wood) formation (caffeoyl-shikimate is a precursor in the formation of lignin, the biopolymer 

that imparts mechanical stability to wood). One candidate gene (Potri.018G109900, PtHCTE2) 

was connected to the formation of caffeoyl-spermidine in male catkins. This compound 

functions in pollen coat formation. One candidate gene (Potri.006G165200, PtHCTE1) was not 

expressed in any tissue according to any of the methods that I had attempted potentially 

indicating a loss of function due to redundancy. Two candidate genes (Potri.018G104700, 

PtHCTC1; Potri.018G104800, PtHCTC2) were identified as candidates for the formation of 

soluble HCCs in leaves and bark based on transcript abundance in these tissues. 

Phylogenetics, coupled with expression profiling, proved to be an appropriate framework for 

generating a functional hypothesis which can now be addressed through targeted 

biochemical or reverse genetic experiments. 
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3. Hydroxycinnamoyl Transferases Are Necessary for Lignin Biosynthesis in 

Poplar 

3.1. Introduction 

A large proportion of the planet’s carbon biomass that is readily available for human use 

consists of wood. Wood, also known as secondary xylem, is a tissue that contains extensively 

thickened secondary cell-walls. In 1838, Payen indicated that wood does not represent a 

uniform substance but is cellulose and a ligneous material (Payen, 1838). This ligneous 

material was later termed lignin and is the major structural component of plant secondary 

cell-walls, particularly in wood-forming tissues (Vanholme et al., 2010). It is responsible for the 

structural integrity of the cell wall and provides mechanical stability to woody structures 

stiffening and strengthening the stem. Lignin serves to waterproof cell walls, enables high 

negative-pressure water transport, and allows the extension of the plant’s vascular system 

(Boerjan et al., 2003). Lignin also serves to protect plants against biotic and abiotic stresses, 

and the structure of lignin adapts to various stimuli including wounding (e.g., by herbivores), 

infection, and ions in the cell-wall structure (Vanholme et al., 2010). The stress of gravity can 

also directly influence the composition of lignin. “Reaction wood” is formed in response to 

physical forces, primarily gravity. The formation of high-cellulose tension wood resists the 

downward bend that would occur due to gravity as branches extend. In angiosperms, tension 

wood is formed in response to tensile stresses pulling the branch away from gravity. In 

contrast, gymnosperms produce high H-lignin compression wood that resists compressive 
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forces. In this way that plant can change the composition of lignin in response stimuli to 

provide wood with differential properties.  

Lignin is primarily composed of three subunits which differ in the hydroxylation and 

methoxylation of their phenyl group: p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) 

subunits, although a small number of other subunits have been identified (Vanholme et al., 

2010).These subunits are derived from phenylpropanoids which are a diverse group of plant 

secondary metabolites which are derived from the shikimate pathway and which have a wide 

array of ecological functions and 3, 4-hydroxylation). Phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) is 

the key entry point into the phenylpropanoid pathway and the first enzyme in a series of 

conserved biochemical reactions that convert phenylalanine to 4-coumaroyl-CoA, linking 

aromatic amino acid metabolism and secondary metabolism. 4-coumaroyl-CoA can then 

undergoes a series of reactions to produce p-coumaryl, coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohol, which 

produce H-lignin, G-lignin, and S-lignin, respectively (Boerjan et al., 2003). The composition 

and structure of the polymer varies greatly among species, cell types, and even cell wall 

layers. Gymnosperm lignin consists primarily of G subunits with a small amount of H subunits. 

Angiosperms generally have mostly S subunits with varying levels of G subunits. Monocots 

have higher H-lignin content, and eudicots typically have almost none (Boerjan et al., 2003). 

As the H-subunit component is generally very small or almost non-existent in eudicots, a 

common measure is the S:G ratio with the assumption the H is not significant. In some 

species, lignin can be up to 85% S with an S:G ratio of 5.7 (Vanholme et al., 2010), but in most 

species the S:G ratio is lower -- for example S:G ratios for Populus species are generally 

between 1.8 and 2.3 (Davison et al., 2006). In addition to across-species differences, the 
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compositions of the G, S, and H subunits in lignin differs by cell type and plant age and can 

even be dissimilar at the level of the individual cell-wall layers, as revealed by Raman, IR, and 

UV micro-spectrophotometry, or by immunolabeling of the secondary cell-wall with 

antibodies reacting with specific lignin substructures (Vanholme et al., 2010). 

As previously indicated, the hydroxylation/methoxylation of the phenyl ring determines the 

identity of the three major lignin subunits: H-lignin (4-hydroxy), G-lignin (4-hydroxy, 3-

methoxy), and S-lignin (4-hydroxy, 3,5-methoxy). When lignin is being forms it occurs via a 

radically polymerised end-wise reaction leading to primarily β-coupled subunits including β–

O–4, β –5, β – β C, 5–5, 5–O–4, and β –1 linkages with the β–O–4 linkage being the most 

common and also the most easily degraded (Boerjan et al., 2003). Depending on the subunits 

that are used during the polymerization different chemical linkages are possible due to the 

reactivity of the moieties at the 5 and 3 positions, which in turn affect the degradability and 

physio-chemical properties of wood.  

H-lignin is derived directly from 4-coumaroyl-CoA via reduction to the corresponding 

monolignol 4-coumaryl alcohol. In contrast, the shikimate specific hydroxycinnamoyl 

transferase uses the 4-coumaroyl-CoA produced in the general phenylpropanoid pathway to 

produce 4-coumaroyl-shikimate, which has been proposed to be the precursor of both S-

lignin and G-lignin. Although there have been indications that there is an alternative pathway 

(Vanholme et al., 2013b), HSTs have been shown to be involved in lignin biosynthesis in 

several plant species, as previously indicated. HSTs position after the branch point leading to 

H-lignin biosynthesis but upstream of S-lignin and G-lignin makes it an attractive target for 
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modifying the composition of lignin. Employing the reverse reaction, HST has also been 

proposed to be involved in the conversion of caffeoyl-shikimate to caffeoyl-CoA for G-lignin 

and S-lignin biosynthesis, but an alternative pathway involving a caffeoyl-shikimate esterase 

(CSE) has also been proposed (Ha et al., 2016). However, Populus extracts do not show CSE 

activity which is evident in Arabidopsis (Wang et al., 2014) although the poplar genome 

contains CSE homologs.  

HSTs have been shown to be involved in G- and S-lignin biosynthesis in several plant species, 

and I have shown in Chapter 2 that the HST gene transcript I identified were co-expressed 

with lignin-related gene transcript and were highly expressed in lignin-rich tissues. In this 

chapter, I show that Populus INRA 353-38 (Populus tremula x Populus tremuloides) HCTA 

(PttHCTA) -- which I had identified as a likely HST candidate -- is involved in the biosynthesis 

of lignin in Populus, and I also show that a knock-down alters the content and composition of 

lignin in wood. A strong decrease in the PttHCTA expression leads to dwarfing in Populus, 

which is similar to that observed in other HCT knock-downs in Arabidopsis thaliana (Hoffmann 

et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010) and Medicago sativa (Shadle et al., 2007). Some mutants, however, 

appear to have a change in lignin composition without a change in growth rate. As stated 

above, these intermediate mutants should be assayed for wood properties that are 

industrially beneficial, including cellulosic biofuel production. 
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3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Cloning of HCTA RNAi-Construct 

RNAi knock-down vectors were designed as previously described (Wesley et al., 2004) using 

the pHANNIBAL vector (Supplementary Figure 15) The transcript sequences for genes that 

had previously been identified as HST genes were compiled (Chapter 2). When genes 

occurred as paralogous pairs (PtHCTA, PtHCTC, PtHCTD, and PtHCTE) transcript sequences 

were aligned and a consensus sequence was generated for each pair. Primer3 software 

(Untergasser et al., 2012) was used to generate primers producing 250-350 bp fragments of 

the transcript sequences. Primers were designed in order to generate a cassette targeting 

both transcripts by manually excluding regions that were not similar between the two 

homologs. Appropriate restriction-enzyme sites were added to the ends of each primer as 

indicated in Supplementary Table 5 -- for example, XhoI and KpnI were added to the 5’-ends 

of sense-orientation-fragment forward and revers primers, respectively, for PtHCTA; and 

HindIII and ClaI were added to the antisense-orientation fragment forward and reverse 

primers, respectively for PtHCTA (Figure 3-1.).  
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of the Cassettes Designed to Generate RNAi Knock-Downs 
Primers were designed to flank the target sequence and provide the desired restriction sites for the PtHCTA RNAi 
knock-down cassette (XhoI on the forward sense-orientation fragment primer, KpnI on the reverse sense-
orientation fragment primer, HindIII on the forward antisense-orientation fragment primers, and ClaI on the 
reverse antisense-orientation fragment primer.) Primer sequences are available in Supplementary Table 3-3. The 
fragment cloned into pHANNIBAL was identical to PtHCTA2 (Potri.003G183900). PtHCTA1 (Potri.001G042900) is 
provided for reference. Differences between the sequences of PtHCTA1 and PtHCTA2 are shaded in the PtHCTA1 
sequence. 
DNA was extracted from leaves from greenhouse-grown P. trichocarpa ‘Nisqually-1’, and 

fragments were amplified using Q5 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), using the 

manufacturer’s recommended conditions and an annealing temperature of 60°C. PCR 

products were used directly. DNA was digested using the appropriate enzyme (XhoI, KpnI, 

HindIII, ClaI, and/or NotI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (New England Biolabs). 

Plasmids were chemically transformed into and propagated in E. coli XL1 Blue. Plasmids were 

purified using an EZ-10 Spin Column Plasmid DNA Miniprep Kit (Biobasics). The digested 

sense-orientation PCR products were ligated into a linearized pHANNIBAL vector (Wesley et 

al., 2001) which was provided by C. Peter Constabel, University of Victoria. After confirmation 

of the insertion of the sense-orientation fragment via Sanger sequencing (P-5: 

GGGATGACGCACAATCC, I-5: ATAATCATACTAATTAACATCAC) the pHANNIBAL vector 
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containing the sense-orientation fragment was linearized with the appropriate enzymes 

and the corresponding antisense-orientation PCR product was ligated into the vector. 

Insertion of the anti-sense fragment was also confirmed via Sanger sequencing (P-3: 

GAGCTACACATGCTCAGG I-3: TGATAGATCATGTCATTGTG). The final pHANNIBAL cassette 

containing both the sense-orientation and the antisense-orientation fragments was extracted 

from the vector using NotI and cloned into linearized pART27 binary vector (Gleave, 1992). 

The final construct was purified and transferred, via electroporation, into Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens strain GV3101 cells which were provided by C. Peter Constabel, University of 

Victoria.   

3.2.2. Plant  

3.2.3. Transformation 

 In vitro tissue-culture-grown Populus plants were grown on Murashige and Skoog (M&S) 

media (Murashige and Skoog, 1962)) solidified with 14 g/L agar. M&S media contains 4.33 g/L 

M&S Salts (Phytotech laboratories), 200 mg/L-glutamine (Sigma), 100 μg/L indole butyric acid 

(IBA), 2 μg/L biotin, 100 mg/L myo-inositol, 20 g/L sucrose, and M&S vitamins and is adjusted 

to pH 5.8. M&S vitamins contain 1 mg/L nicotinic acid, 1 mg/L pyroxidine HCl, 1 g/L thiamin 

HCl, and 1 g/L calcium pantothenate. Plant transformations were performed as previously 

described (Meilan and Ma, 2007) with adaptations (Yoshida et al., 2015). Leaves were excised 

from the plants, were wounded using a scalpel blade, and were co-cultivated on callus 

induction media (CIM) solidified with 14 g/L agar at 22 ºC in the dark for 2 days with 

engineered A. tumefaciens strain GV3101. CIM contains M&S media, 10 μM 1-
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naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 10 μM 2ip, 50 mg/L kanamycin, 200 mg/L timentin, and 200 

mg/L cefotaxime. The explants were washed with sterile water four times, transferred to fresh 

CIM plates, and subcultured by transferring to fresh media every 2 weeks for 6 weeks. The 

explants were then transferred to shoot induction medium (SIM) solidified with 14 g/L agar 

and subcultured on fresh SIM plates every 3 weeks for 4 months. SIM contains M&S media, 0.2 

μM thidiazuron (TDZ), 50 mg/ml kanamycin, 200 mg/L timentin, and 200 mg/L cefotaxime. 

Explants with multiple shoots were transferred onto shoot elongation medium (SEM) 

solidified with 14 g/L agar and subcultured every 3 weeks for 4 months. SEM contains M&S 

media, 0.1 μM 6-benzylaminopurine (BAP), 50 mg/L kanamycin, 200 mg/L timentin and 200 

mg/L cefotaxime. Regenerated shoots were transferred into M&S media with 50 mg/L 

kanamycin, which was solidified with 14 g/L agar. Plants were subcultured at three- to six-

month intervals; longer growth periods were used to improve survival of the fragile Ptthcta 

knock-down lines. Lines that had successfully rooted for three generations were selected for 

further analysis.  

3.2.4. Plant Growth 

Transgenic plants were micro-propagated in vitro on M&S media with 50 mg/L kanamycin, 

which was solidified with 14 g/L agar, in growth chambers under long-day conditions (16 h of 

light/8 h dark). These plants were the source of material for physiological experiments. Three-

month-old plants were removed from in-vitro tissue culture, rinsed in water, and planted in 

Sunshine #4 soil mix (Sungro Horticulture). Plants were maintained in a high-humidity misting 

chamber (70% humidity; 22°C) in a Venlo-style greenhouse for 4 weeks, and were then 

transferred to 1 gallon pots containing growth medium containing 4 L Sunshine Mix #4 
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(Sungro Horticulture), 21.4 g Prohort Standard (21-7-14; Crop Production Services), 2.9 g 

Micromax Micronutrients (Scotts-Sierra Horticultural Products Company), 11.4 g Dolomite 

Lime, 1.1 g -Super Phosphate (Horticultural Grade; 0-20-0).). Plants were maintained in a 

greenhouse and watered daily using a drip irrigation system. Plant height was measured 

weekly from the base of the plant to the apex.  

3.2.5. Sample Collection 

Ten weeks after transplanting into soil, the plants were harvested. The whole stem -- from 

between the 7th and 9th internode -- was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for qPCR analysis. The 

stem from between the 9th and 10th internode was harvested, dried, and cut into 1-mm cubes 

using a scalpel blade for electron microscopy. The stem from between the 11th and 12th 

internode was harvested and air dried for lignin analysis. The stem from between the 12th and 

13th internode was harvested, and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for sectioning. 

3.2.6. qPCR 

For the phloem and xylem samples, the stems were partially thawed. Bark was stripped from a 

branch and the layer of developing cells was scraped from the wood sample using a blade. 

Likewise, the innermost layer of the developing bark (i.e., the phloem) was harvested by 

scraping the peeled bark. Ten mg (wet weight) of xylem scrapings were manually ground 

under liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle. RNA was extracted as previously described 

(Kolosova et al., 2004). Samples were resuspended in TURBO DNase digestion buffer, and 

digested with TURBO DNase according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies). 

Phenol (pH 4.5):chloroform (1:1; v:v) cleanup was performed to remove DNase. Samples were 
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analysed using a NanoDrop 2000C (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to determine the yield. The 

RNA was visualised on a TAE/formamide gel (Masek et al., 2005). cDNA synthesis was 

performed from 5 μg of RNA in a 20-μL reaction with Oligo(dT)20 primers, using SuperScript 

III reverse transcriptase, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies).  

SYBR Select Master Mix for CFX was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Invitrogen) on a BioRad CFX96 thermocycler under the control of BioRad CFX Manger v3.1. 

Gradient PCR between 55°C and 65°C was performed to determine the acceptable annealing 

temperature ranges for each primer set (Supplementary Table 4). A temperature of 58°C was 

used as the annealing temperature for all primers. Samples were manually pipetted into a 96-

well plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Primers for elongation factor 1β (EF1β) 

(Potri.009G018600), ubiquitin (ubi) (Potri.014G115100.1) and ribosomal protein (RP) 

(Potri.001G342500) were used as reference transcripts. Primers were evaluated using RNA 

extracted from wild-type Populus INRA 353-38. All samples were analysed in quadruplicate. 

BioRad CFX v3.1 was used for the initial data analysis and normalization, and a single 

threshold for cycle of quantitation (Cq) was used per target. Average Cq values for technical 

replicates were determined and the ΔCq were calculated for each matched pair using the 

geometric mean of the three reference transcripts for normalization. The sum of the squared 

standard error was calculated for each sample set where appropriate. 

3.2.7. Lignin H-S-G Ratio 

Wood samples were stripped of bark and pith, and were air dried. The dry wood samples were 

ground into a fine power using a Model 4 Wiley Mill (40 mesh) and processed for lignin 
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analysis as described previously (Robinson and Mansfield, 2009). Samples were hydrolysed 

with 2.5% boron trifluoride etherate and 10% ethanethiol, in dioxane (v/v) at 100°C for 4 h, 

with hourly agitation. Samples were adjusted to pH 3-4 with sodium bicarbonate, and 

tetracosan (5 mg/ml in methylene chloride) was added as an internal standard. Samples were 

mixed with 2 ml of water and 1 ml of methylene chloride, and allowed to settle, and the 

organic phase was collected for lignin analysis. Samples were dried and resuspended, and 20 

μL of each sample was derivatised by combining 20 μL of resuspended sample with 20 μL of 

pyridine and 100 μL of N,O-bis(trimethylsilyl) acetamide, and incubating for 2 hours at 25 °C. 

Separation was performed on a 30-m RTX5ms 0.25-mm ID column on a Hewlett Packard 5890 

series II GC/MS. Inlet and detector temperatures were set to 250°C, using a temperature 

gradient of 130°C, 0 min; 130°C, 3 min; 250°C, 123 min; 250°C 128 min.  

3.2.8. Electron Microscopy 

One-to-two mm cubes of wood were cut using a razor blade. An adapted protocol was used 

for embedding in the epoxy resin Quetol 651, as previously described (Abad et al., 1988). 

Wood cubes were rinsed in distilled water for 60 minutes. They were then dehydrated in 3:1 

Quetol 651: water (v/v) for 1 day. Samples were transferred to 100% Quetol 651 and 

dehydrated for an additional day. Samples were infiltrated with the Quetol formulation for 3 

days and then transferred to fresh Quetol formulation for an addition day in order to fully 

impregnate the samples. The samples in Quetol were then allowed to polymerise at 60°C for 1 

day.  
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All polymerised blocks were trimmed for TEM sections. Silver/gold coloured sections were 

cut, picked up onto 100 mesh copper grids containing a carbon-coated Formvar film and 

stained for 10 minutes in 5% uranyl acetate and 4 minutes in 5% lead citrate. 

The sections were visualised using a Jeol JEM-1011 Transmission Electron Microscope at 80 

kV. Digital images were captured with a Gatan Erlangshen ES1000W CCD camera. Images 

were taken at 2,500-fold magnification initially, and high-magnification images were taken at 

10,000 fold. Cell wall thickness was measured using ImageJ 1.48k. All cells visible on each 

image were measured.  

3.3. Results 

The P. trichocarpa genome contains a total of nine HCT-gene family members. Based on 

phylogenetic position and expression profiling, two were identified as HCT-candidates 

related to lignin biosynthesis (Chapter 2). Due to a recent whole genome duplication, most 

genes in P. trichocarpa have a paralogue with high sequence similarity -- including PtHCTA1 

and PtHCTA2 (92.4% nucleic acid similarity; 96.1% amino acid similarity). As these genes are 

nearly identical and may have redundant functions, knockout constructs were designed 

manually from an alignment of all PtHCTs to target regions where the genes pairs were highly 

similar to each other, but distinct from other HCTs. In initial analysis, knock down was 

attempted in Populus INRA 717-1B4 (P. tremuloides x P. alba) using RNAi and -- although 

transgenics were successfully generated for all of the other HCT pairs (Supplementary Table 

5), none of the plants that regenerated from a transformation with the PtHCTA construct were 

successfully transformed, indicating the possibility of a severely lethal phenotype 
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(Supplementary Table 5). Although transgenic lines in the Populus INRA 717-1B4 

background could not be recovered, transformation of Populus INRA 353-38 (P. tremuloides x 

P. tremula) with the PtHCTA construct yielded a similar number of transformants for the HCTA 

construct compared to the other lines (Supplementary Table 5) 

3.3.1. HCTA Down Regulation via RNA Interference 

Putative RNAi knock-down lines were generated and regenerated plants were screened for 

transcriptional down-regulation in developing xylem using qRT-PCR. Primers for PtHCTA1 and 

PtHCTA2, as well as three previously published reference gene primers, which also have been 

used for other species, were re-evaluated for use in Populus INRA 353-38 and showed 

acceptable linearity (Supplementary Figure 14) and acceptable efficiency during PCR 

(Supplementary Table 4). A total of five transgenic lines originating from independent 

transformation events targeting both PtHCTA1 and PtHCTA2 (and thus referred to as Ptthcta), 

and one transgenic line with an empty vector without an RNAi target, were analysed, each 

including four clonal replicate plants grown in a greenhouse. Based on a t-test (p < 0.01), two 

lines (Ptthcta-1 and Ptthcta-2) showed down-regulation of both Ptthcta1 and Ptthcta2, and 

three lines (Ptthcta-4, Ptthcta-8, and Ptthcta-9) showed down-regulation of Ptthcta2 only. 

Based on a Tukey's range test (p <0.01), Ptthcta-9 did not show down-regulation of either 

PttHCTA1 or PttHCTA2, and Ptthcta-4 did not show down-regulation of PttHCTA2 (Figure 3-2). 

PttHCTA2 showed little variation in expression among the empty vector control replicates, 

but PttHCTA1 expression was much more variable (Figure 3-2). Based on RNAseq and 

microarray data, PtHCTA2 expression, but not PtHCTA1 expression, was highly correlated with 

other lignin-associated gene transcripts, indicating that PtHCTA2 may be the primary HCT 
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involved in lignin metabolism (Chapter 2). The lower variation of expression levels of 

HCTA2 compared to HCTA1 seen in the qPCR may be indicative of its “house-keeping” 

function. The lines chosen for further study showed a strong average knock down of 

PttHCTA2 ranging from 99% in Ptthcta-2 to 86% in Ptthcta-4 (Ptthcta-1, 88.9%; Ptthcta-2, 

99.1%; Ptthcta-4, 85.6%; Ptthcta-8, 89.2%, Ptthcta-9, 91.8%); however, the variation in residual 

HCTA2 expression among clonal replicates for knock-downs Ptthcta-2, Ptthcta-8, and Ptthcta-

9 was substantial. 

 

Figure 3-2. Relative Expression of PttHCTA1/PttHCTA2 in Transgenic RNAi Knock-Down Lines 
The relative expression of the putative lignin associated HCTs were determined by qPCR using primers specific 
for each target in order to determine the decrease in transcript abundance of the HCTs in the RNAi knock-down 
mutant lines. pHANNIBAL vector represents plants transformed with pART27 with the pHANNIBAL cassette 
without sense or anti-sense sequences. The data shown represent transcript abundance normalized to the 
references genes. (n=4; letter grouping represents Tukey’s range test with the same letters representing groups 
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which members are not significantly different from each other at p < 0.01; asterisk represents a significant 
difference compared to the pHANNIBAL vector determined by t-test at p<0.01). 

3.3.2.  HCTA Down Regulation Corresponds with Gross Morphological Changes 

Two of the Populus INRA 353-38 HCTA knock-down plants (Ptthcta-1, and Ptthcta-2) showed 

an impaired-growth phenotype that was apparent already early in the tissue culture 

procedure, accompanied by a red colouration of the stem (Figure 3-3), which may indicate a 

general stress response or anthocyanin accumulation as seen in other HCT knock-downs 

(Besseau et al., 2007). The five transgenic lines were transferred to soil and grown in a 

greenhouse. Ptthcta-2, which had the lowest expression of PttHCTA1 and PttHCTA2, also had 

the lowest growth rate (Figure 3-4). Ptthcta-1 showed less severe down-regulation of 

PttHCTA1 and PttHCTA2, but still showed a strong growth phenotype. Ptthcta-9, and Ptthcta-

8 were statistically different from empty vector in terms of PttHCTA2 expression, but did not 

show a reduced-growth phenotype. Ptthcta-4 did not show significant down-regulation of 

PttHCTA1 or PttHCTA2 and also did not have any apparent reduced-growth phenotype. There 

appears to be a correlation between the average degree of down-regulation and growth rate 

(A1: r2=0.84; A2 r2=0.68), but – restraint in interpretation is warranted due to the observed 

variability of transcript abundance, the variability of the growth rate, and the limited sample 

size.  
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Figure 3-3. Three-Month-Old Populus Plants Grown in in-vitro Tissue Culture 
Plants were grown in M&S media and show the early dwarfing phenotype apparent in the RNAi knock-down 
lines Ptthcta-2 and Ptthcta-1.  

 

 

Figure 3-4. Growth Rate of Greenhouse-Grown HCT-A Knock-Down Plants Lines. 
In order to compare the relative growth rate as a proximate for potential biomass the length of each Populus 
INRA 353-38 plant was measured from the base of the plant to the apex measured weekly over the course of two 
months. (Grouping represents Tukey’s range test with the same letters representing groups which members are 
not significantly different from each other, p < 0.01).  
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3.3.3. HST Knock-Down has a Subtle Effect on Cell Wall Thickness 

Stem cross-sections from Ptthcta plants were examined using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) in order to observe the secondary cell-wall structure. All transgenic lines 

tested were statistically different from the empty vector control in terms of cell wall thickness, 

based on a Tukey's range test. Although the difference is statistically significant, it is subtle 

and the Ptthcta-2 RNAi knock-down plants appeared to have a decreased cell wall thickness 

while the other lines, unexpectedly, appear to have an increased cell wall thickness (Figure 

3-5).  

3.3.4. HCTA RNAi Lines Produce Less Lignin that is Enriched in H-Units 

The empty vector control line produced wood that was primarily composed of S-lignin, with 

an S:G ratio of 2.3±0.3, and with barely detectable H-lignin levels (Figure 3-6), consistent with 

previous reports (Davison et al., 2006). The lignin composition of the HCTA RNAi knock-downs 

indicated a change in lignin composition. The knock-down mutants that showed a strong 

growth phenotype also had a large apparent change in the quantity and composition of 

lignin. S:G ratios of Ptthcta-1 and Ptthcta-2 were 3.7 and 3.4, respectively, which was 

significantly higher than the wild-type’s ratio of 2.3. Importantly, H-lignin made up a 

significant proportion in Ptthcta lines with an H:G ratio of 1.8 in both Ptthcta-1 and Ptthcta-2, 

compared to 0.0 in control plants. The total content of thioacidolysis-released monolignols, 

estimated based on the total peak area, also decreased by up to 45% in both lines compared 

to wild type. Ptthcta-9 had an intermediate growth phenotype, and also contained an 

intermediate amount of total released monolignols, including significant amounts of H-lignin 

(Figure 3-6). Lignin analyses were performed by Faride Vide and Shawn Mansfield (UBC). 
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Figure 3-5. Cell Wall Thickness in PtHCTA RNAi Knock-Down Lines 
TEM was performed on wood samples in order to determine the impact of lignin modification on cell wall 
thickness of secondary xylem. The thicknesses of all of the cell walls were measured for each image in ImageJ 
using the measurement tool using the measurement tool. TEM images from each of the lines are provided for 
reference with 5μm black scale bars shown. (four biological replicates, six samples per replicate, > 50 cells; 
grouping represents Tukey’s range test with the same letters representing groups which members are not 
significantly different from each other, p < 0.01)  
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Figure 3-6. H-lignin, S-lignin, and G-lignin Content of Populus INRA 353-38 Transgenics Showing Changes 
in Lignin Composition Upon Knock-Down of PttHCTA 
In order to determine the impact of HCTA downregulation on lignin content and composition the concentration 
of H-lignin, S-lignin, and G-lignin were determined by thioacidolysis GC-MS. Values represent instrument 
response normalized to an internal standard as previously described (Robinson and Mansfield, 2009). Full 
percentage values and calculated ratios are available in the supplemental material (Supplementary Table 7) 
(n=3: Ptthcta-1, Ptthcta-2, Ptthcta-8; n=4, Ptthcta-9, Ptthcta-4, vector, wild-type) Error bars represent S.E.M.  
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3.4. Discussion 

3.4.1. HCTA is Required for G- and S-Lignin Biosynthesis 

The data presented here indicated that PttHCTA2 and possibly PttHCTA1 is required for the 

synthesis of S-lignin and G-lignin. These genes are homologs of the PtHCTA gene (the gene 

that I identified as a candidate for shikimate specific HCT activity in P. trichocarpa based on 

phylogenetic and expression data (Chapter 2)). In the Populus INRA 353-38 Ptthcta knock-

downs, a severe knock-down (Ptthcta-1 and Ptthcta-2) led to a substantial dwarf phenotype 

and a strong decrease in G-lignin and S-lignin, and lines with modest reduction in HCTA 

expression had a modest decrease in G-lignin and S-lignin. Initial attempts to transform 

Populus INRA 717-1B4 with the same cassette targeting PtHCTA, showed substantially 

inhibited regeneration compared to cassettes targeting other HCT transcript. This resulted in 

no transgenic plants being recovered. (Supplementary Table 5). This may indicate that the 

knock-down of the HCTA transcript severely disrupts plant growth, leading to a lethal 

phenotype in this hybrid. In the INRA 353-38 Ptthcta knock-downs, a strong knock-down 

(Ptthcta-1 and Ptthcta-2) led to a substantial dwarf phenotype and a strong decrease in G-

lignin and S-lignin, and the lines with modest knock down had a modest decrease in G-lignin 

and S-lignin. Together, this indicates that strong knock-down of the HCTA transcript severely 

disrupts lignin biosynthesis and plant growth. This is consistent with results obtained in 

Arabidopsis thaliana, Nicotiana benthamiana, and Medicago sativa, where HCT mutants have 

decreased lignin, altered lignin composition, and decreased growth rate (Hoffmann et al., 

2005; Li et al., 2010; Shadle et al., 2007). For Populus, however, direct conversion of 4-coumaric 

acid to caffeic acid by a cinnamic acid 4-hydroxylase/4-coumaroyl-3-hydroxylase membrane 
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protein complex has been proposed (Chen et al., 2011).This pathways which had been 

supported by kinetic data and metabolic flux studies would involve bypassing both the HCT 

and CSE steps (Lin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014). In the model proposed, reduction of HCT to 

50% of the wild type would show a reduced quantity of lignin and an increase in S/G ratio; 

however, further decline in protein abundance below 10% of the wild type would lead to a 

change in metabolic flux restoring wild-type lignin content (Wang et al., 2014). Although 

Populus apparently lacks CSE activity, the reduction of G- and S-lignin and the accumulation 

of H-lignin subunit in the PttHCTA knock-down lines indicates that this alternative pathway is 

not sufficient for G and S-monolignol biosynthesis. Instead, my results are consistent with a 

pathway as proposed in other species, where HCT is required for G- and S-monolignol 

biosynthesis via conversion of 4-coumaryl-CoA into caffeoyl-CoA (Vanholme et al., 2010).  

A single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) found in Populus nigra in an HCT (PnHCT1; most 

similar to PtHCTA1) led to a truncated protein product. This genotype led to a subtle 

phenotype with no statistically-significant down-regulation of total lignin production, but 

there was an increase in the S:G ratio (Vanholme et al., 2013a). Vanholme et al. (2013a) also 

identified an alternate HCT (i.e., PnHCT6, which is most similar to PtHCTA2), which was highly 

expressed in young tissue. Both enzymes in P. trichocarpa have been shown to synthesize 

caffeoyl-shikimate (Wang et al., 2014). Since their knockout only affects one of the two 

isoforms, this may explain why a strong phenotype was not observed. PnHCT1 is also most 

closely associated with PtHCTA1 which, based on my co-expression analyses, is not closely 

correlated with lignin biosynthesis. The RNAi knock-down used here targets both HCTA 

isoforms, and has led to a strong lignin phenotype only when both HST isoforms were 
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knocked out indicating that -- although there may be an alternate pathway for the 

decoupling reaction -- the HCTA paralogs are required for S-lignin and G-lignin biosynthesis 

also in Populus, but act, at least partially, redundantly. 

p-Coumaroyl-CoA 3′-hydroxylase (C3′H) is the enzyme that has been proposed to carry out 

the steps between the two HCT reactions: the transesterification of p-coumaroyl-CoA and 

shikimate to form p-coumaroyl-shikimate and the transesterification of p-caffeoyl-shikimate 

and CoA to form p- caffeoyl-CoA (Coleman et al., 2008). RNAi mediated suppression of this 

enzyme generated an extremely misregulated line which saw a decrease in total lignin 

content and a significant shift in lignin monomer composition. The change in the 

composition of lignin was primarily due to an increase in H-lignin and decrease in G-lignin 

with no change in S-lignin, which is similar to the effect seen in PttHCTA-9. In the severe 

knock-down lines, PttHCTA-2 and PttHCTA-1, we also see a decrease in S-lignin. This indicates 

that the p-caffeoyl-CoA substrate is preferentially channelled into S-lignin and S-lignin 

composition only changes once there is insufficient p-caffeoyl-CoA. 

In addition to a decrease in G-lignin and S-lignin in PttHCTA knock-down lines, there is an 

accompanying accumulation of the H-lignin subunit. This was to be expected if HCTA is 

involved in lignin biosynthesis, since the H subunit is formed directly from coumaroyl-CoA, 

through a pathway branching off just upstream to HCT action. H-lignin subunit in my knock-

downs indicates that the pathway in which free 4-coumaric acid is hydroxylated is not 

sufficient for G and S-monolignol biosynthesis. Taken together, these data place the poplar 

HCTA enzyme at the branch point separating H-lignin from G- and S-lignin biosynthesis 
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representing the first committed step of G- and S-lignin formation, as it is the first enzyme 

that is required for G-lignin and S-lignin but is not required for H-lignin synthesis. 

3.4.2. Changes in Lignin Composition Can be Decoupled from Dwarfing 

Plants, from diverse species, with mutations in lignin biosynthetic genes lead to dwarfing or 

other deleterious growth abnormalities. HCT (Hoffmann et al., 2004; Li et al., 2010), cinnamoyl-

CoA reductase (Piquemal et al., 1998), CSE (Ha et al., 2016; Vanholme et al., 2013b), cinnamyl 

alcohol dehydrogenase (O'Connell et al., 2002), and p-coumaroyl-shikimate 3’-hydroxylase 

(Franke et al., 2002) . The growth phenotype in an A. thaliana HCT knock-out was shown to be 

dependent on chalcone synthase (CHS) expression implicating flavonoid accumulation as the 

cause of the dwarf phenotype (Besseau et al., 2007). A double knockout of both p-coumaroyl 

shikimate 3'-hydroxylase, which is downstream of the lignin HCT, and CHS led to a plant with 

a dwarf phenotype with flavonoid accumulation (Li et al., 2010) indicating that lignification 

itself may be required for normal plant growth.  

Lignin production is required for the normal growth of a plant. RNAi leads to a post-

transcriptional down-regulation or transcripts, which is beneficial for studying genes that are 

essential for survival because a method which results in a complete knock-out (such as 

CRISPR) would lead to death. Because RNAi only limits transcript levels of its targets, it may be 

more suitable for the study of essential genes via intermediate phenotypes. The physiology 

and growth of the strong HCTA knock-downs (Ptthcta-1, and Ptthcta-2) have been 

substantially perturbed and -- due to the many changes in the plant -- it becomes difficult to 

dissect possible distinct functions of the genes, as both growth and lignin are affected, which 
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may suggest a causal relationship; however, mutants with an intermediate phenotype have 

been generated. These show a significant change in lignin amount and composition with no 

obvious change in growth. This suggests that the change in lignin composition itself may not 

fully explain the dwarfing. The change in lignin composition may not necessarily result in a 

decrease in biomass and therefore there is likely some other control mechanism may be 

perturbed by the knockout. Alternatively, a certain threshold of lignin alteration / reduction 

must be met to cause the developmental dwarfing phenotype, since the HCTA knock-down 

lines not showing a developmental phenotype also have a less pronounced lignin phenotype 

compared to lines showing a dwarf phenotype.  

3.4.3. Beneficial Phenotype for Biofuel Feed Stock. 

The resistance of wood to decay is essential for longevity of trees and is beneficial for its use 

as lumber as it promotes durability of the product. But the recalcitrance of wood to 

degradation is a major hindrance during pulping and biofuel production. Chemical pre-

treatment and/or hydrolytic enzymes are often required to liberate the saccharides required 

for microbial fermentation from lignocellulose biomass, as lignin’s physiochemical properties 

inhibit these processes. The chemical and enzymatic treatment of lignocellulose material are 

two of the most economically burdensome steps in the conversion of wood to a usable 

biofuel. Because the treatments required for saccharide release are some of the most 

expensive steps, engineering wood to contain less or more easily degradable lignin has been 

proposed in order to develop wood into an economically viable biofuel feedstock for 

example in poplars (Furtado et al., 2014; Vanholme et al., 2010).  
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The intermediate RNAi lines show that a significant change in lignin composition does not 

necessarily result in a decrease in biomass. RNAi leads to a post transcriptional down-

regulation, which is beneficial for studying genes that are essential for survival or have severe 

or complex phenotypes in complete loss-of-function mutants. Because RNAi only reduces the 

expression of its target, but to various levels in independent lines, it makes it suitable to the 

study of our mutants (Hoffmann et al., 2004; Li et al., 2010). The Populus RNAi-mediated knock-

downs developed here, which show a change in lignin composition, may be suitable for use 

as a biofuel feedstock. The quantity and composition of lignin is paramount in the 

commercial use of wood products, but, as previously indicated, attempts to alter lignin 

composition by interfering with biosynthetic enzymes have resulted in a dwarf phenotype, 

similar to the phenotype we observed in some of our mutants (Hoffmann et al., 2004; Li et al., 

2010). An increase in S-lignin (Stewart et al., 2009) but without a change in total lignin 

content, has been shown to decrease lignin polymerization and chain length; may be an 

important determinant of cell-wall digestibility. Changes in lignin composition, particularly an 

increase in H-lignin (Lapierre and Rolando, 1988) and also S:G ratios (Studer et al., 2011) has 

been shown to impact sugar release. Thus, increasing the H-lignin and S-lignin composition, 

without decreasing the total lignin content -- and more importantly, growth --may ultimately 

lead to more efficient production of cellulosic ethanol.  

Manipulation of other genes in the monolignol pathway have been shown to change lignin 

composition. Down-regulation of the caffeic acid/5-hydroxyferulic acid O-methyltransferase 

(COMT) leads to no lignin reduction, but there is an apparent decrease in G content and a new 

5-hydroxyguaiacyl lignin monomer accompanied by a change in wood colour (Tsai et al., 
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1998; Van Doorsselaere et al., 1995). Down-regulation of cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR) 

led to a reduced lignin content (primarily due to an S-lignin decrease) and orange-brown 

colouration of the xylem. The CCR knock-down improved wood pulping characteristics, 

indicating a benefit also to biofuel production, but, as with most lignin transgenics, a severe 

limited-growth phenotype was seen in 5-year-old plants (Beckers et al., 2016; Leple et al., 

2007; Skyba et al., 2013).  

In this study, Ptthcta-4 and showed a significant increase in H-lignin content. More 

importantly, there is a change in the wood properties and there is no observable change in 

growth rate. These RNAi-mediated knock-downs may thus be suitable for use as an efficient 

biofuel or paper feedstock. RNAi-mediated knock-downs have already been generated for 

many plants crops, with a RNA-mediated knock-down in polyphenol oxidase in apples 

(Holderbaum et al., 2010) having received regulatory approval (Waltz, 2015) paving the way 

for future RNAi crops. The promising initial phenotype on lignin composition in young 

greenhouse-grown plants needs to be validated in mature field-grown plants in order to 

determine if there are longer-term changes in composition. As a biofuel feed crop the growth 

of these plants in the field for several years will be required in order to evaluate the 

robustness of this phenotype. Lignin is a complex biopolymer and the extent of changes to 

the structure of lignin in these mutants has not yet been determined. Although plants with 

increased H-lignin deposition have increased saccharide release, which in turn is correlated 

with improved biofuel production (Vargas et al., 2016), the exact properties of the wood 

composition of the PttHCTA knock-down mutants have yet to be determined. Wood from 
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more mature trees would need to be assayed in order to determine if the wood that is 

produced has properties that make it more amenable to biofuel production.  

3.5. Conclusions 

In Populus, HCT is involved in the biosynthesis of lignin and directly affects the chemical 

composition of wood. It carries out the first committed step in the synthesis of S-lignin and G-

lignin that is not required for the synthesis of H-lignin. A severe decrease in PttHCTA 

expression leads to dwarfing in Populus, which is similar to other species with impaired 

monolignol biosynthesis. Some mutants generated in my studies have a change in lignin 

composition without a change in growth rate. These intermediate mutants should be assayed 

for wood properties that are industrially beneficial, including cellulosic biofuel production. 

3.6. Contributions 

Cuong Le: performed the cloning, mutant generation, plant culturing and growth, qPCR, 

gross morphological assessment, histological analysis, and data analysis. Brent Gowen: 

acquired the transmission electron microscopy images. Faride Unda: acquired the lignin 

composition data. Bob Chow, Shawn Mansfield, and Peter Constabel: provided laboratory 

materials and equipment. Carol Parker: edited the manuscript. Christoph Borchers, Jürgen 

Ehlting: edited the manuscript, provided supervision, funding, and laboratory materials and 

equipment.
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4. Establishment of CRISPR-Mediated Gene Knock-Outs in Hairy Root 

Cultures of Populus Targeting a Hydroxycinnamoyl-Transferase Putatively 

Involved in Chlorogenic Acid Synthesis 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. Hydroxycinnamoyl Conjugates 

HCCs are an abundant class of phenylpropanoids, which are the major class of phenolic 

compounds derived from the shikimate pathway. Phenylpropanoids and the HCC subgroup 

were introduced previously (Chapter 1.1). HCCs are widely distributed in plants and lignin and 

HCC derived product can comprise a large portion of their biomass. HCCs can, for example, 

constitute up to 10% of leaf dry mass, and more than 30 different HCCs have been identified 

in diverse Populus species (English et al., 1991, 1992; Greenaway and Whatley, 1990, 1991; 

Greenaway et al., 1987, 1988; Greenaway et al., 1990; Greenaway et al., 1991a, b; Whatley et al., 

1989).  

There are four HCC subclasses based on the phenylpropanoid acid moiety -- the class defined 

by caffeate (3, 4-hydroxylation) is the most prevalent in the plant kingdom, as well as being 

the most abundant in many plants, with the 4-coumarate, ferulate, and sinapate classes being 

found much less frequently. A general overview of HCCs in plants was previously provided in 

Section 1.1. The alcohol moiety of the ester can be composed of i) shikimate pathway 

derivatives such as quinate or shikimate itself, ii) aromatic alcohols such as benzyl alcohol 

derivatives, phenylethanol, or monolignols, iii) simple alcohols or enols, including isoprenoid 
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precursors such as prenyl-alcohol and geraniol, or iv) glycerol derivatives. All species within 

the genus Populus produce quinate esters and shikimate esters of caffeate; other esters may 

be limited to specific Populus species. Little is known about the biosynthesis of this class of 

natural products in the genus Populus. Based on the data analysis described in Chapter 2, 

however, several potential HCT candidates catalysing their biosynthesis have been identified.  

4.1.2. Chlorogenic Acid 

The most common HCCs are chlorogenic acids, which are esters of caffeate and quinate. 

Several different isoforms exist, with the most common isoform, 3-caffeoyl-quinate, being 

commonly referred to as chlorogenic acid. Chlorogenic acid is found in a variety of plants, 

including coffee, potato, tobacco, apple, and poplars (Clifford, 2000). It has diverse in-vitro 

bioactivities, including antioxidant (Kikuzaki et al., 2002), antibacterial (Huang et al., 2009), 

antifungal (Huang et al., 2009), and antiviral (Kishimoto et al., 2005) properties. It is an 

astringent, providing the bitter taste found in coffee and the unpleasant taste of many plant 

leaves, suggesting that it may act as a feeding deterrent. Its anti-herbivory effect has been 

demonstrated in willows where it is a defence against leaf beetle (Grace et al., 1998; Ikonen et 

al., 2001) and in chrysanthemum where it is a defence against thrips (Leiss et al., 2009). In 

addition to its demonstrated function as an antifeeding compound, CGA is proposed to 

function in iron chelation, defence against pathogens, and protection from UV radiation or 

environmental stress (Mondolot et al., 2006), as well as a storage form of hydroxycinnmamoyl-

CoAs leading to lignin and suberin biosynthesis (Valinas et al., 2015). This highlights the multi-

functionality frequently seen for plant secondary metabolites.  
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4.1.3. Chlorogenic Acid Biosynthesis (Clade G-IV-β) 

HCCs (Section 1.1) are derived from phenylpropanoids, a major class of phenolic compounds 

derived from the shikimate pathway. A key step in the biosynthesis of many HCCs, such as 

chlorogenic acid, is a transesterification reaction performed by an HCT, which are commonly 

members of the BAHD family of CoA-dependant acyl-transferases. In the case of chlorogenic 

acid, an HCT couples the end product of the general phenyl propanoid pathway, coumaryl-

CoA to an quinate, a dehydrated derivative of shikimate. The HCT catalysed reaction is 

commonly the final step in the formation of HCCs, but modifications may occur afterwards, 

adding to the diversity of HCCs found. Based on phylogenetic reconstructions presented in 

section 2.3.1, several HCT candidates have been identified. The focus here is on HCTC, which I 

connected to soluble HCC biosynthesis based on expression profile in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. 

4.1.4. Hairy Roots 

Root systems in general are known to secrete chlorogenic acid, and the exudation of 

chlorogenic acid has been proposed to aid in iron uptake (Hether et al., 1984). Hairy roots are 

plants tissues naturally formed after an infection with the soil bacterium, Agrobacterium 

rhizogenes, which manipulates the plant’s genome to cause proliferation of fine root from the 

infection site. Hairy roots are neoplastic tissues that grow quickly and do not require 

hormones for sustained growth, which have been proposed as a commercial source of 

secondary metabolite (Giri and Narasu, 2000). Inclusion of a transgene construct in A. 

rhizogenes allows for the comparably fast generation of stable transgenic root tissue cultures 

in many plants, including Populus. These roots generally proliferate from a few or only a single 

cell, and basic screening using florescence markers can provide a simple marker for 
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transgenic tissues. Chlorogenic acid has also been shown to be a contributing factor in root 

hair formation in lettuce (Narukawa et al., 2009). Plant hairy roots are also known to be high in 

soluble phenolic compounds, and a previous report has indicated that soluble phenolics, 

including chlorogenic acid, are the primary component of hairy roots in several species in 

Populus INRA 717-1B4 (Tang, 2015). Also in other species, such as Stevia sp, the chlorogenic 

acid concentration may reach up to 10% (Fu et al., 2015b). Due to the abundance of phenolic 

compounds, including chlorogenic acid, Populus hairy roots were chosen as a model system 

for investigating the role the enzymes which were determined in Chapter 3 to be candidates 

for secondary metabolite production (HCTC). Using a targeted gene knock-out approach the 

involvement of these enzymes in the biosynthesis of chlorogenic acid and other soluble 

hydroxycinnamic acid conjugates was interrogated.  

4.1.5. Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats 

Chlorogenic acid is a secondary metabolite which is not required for normal growth and 

function -- because of this, there is little risk of growth or developmental abnormalities in 

genetic manipulation of these genes, so true knock-outs are desirable in order to maximize 

any phenotypic change. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)s 

are sequences that were recently identified as an essential feature of immunity in bacteria 

and archaea (Marraffini and Sontheimer, 2010); by degrading foreign DNA, they can prevent 

bacteriophage infection, conjugation, and transformation. DNA fragments from viruses that 

infect bacteria are incorporated into the bacterial genome to generate an additional CRISP 

repeat unit. These sequences are then transcribed and guide a specific endonuclease (Cas9) 

to newly-invading viruses, causing double-strand cleavage of the viral DNA or in our case 
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plant genomic DNA (Ali et al., 2015). Expressing an artificial guide that targets a specific 

gene of interest, together with Cas9 in eukaryotic cell, will cause double-strand breaks at the 

target location. Subsequent non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) leads to a small insertion or 

deletion in the target sequence, which may result in a frame shift mutation (Puchta, 2005). 

Making use of the Cas9 CRISPR system thus allows for the knockout of target genes. In this 

part of my research, I utilised the Cas9 CRISPR system to specifically knockout genes in 

Populus hairy roots which I had previously identified (Chapter 2) as candidate genes involved 

in chlorogenic acid biosynthesis. 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Cloning of CRISPR Constructs 

Potential targets for all annotated genes in Populus INRA 717-1B4 had been previously 

designed (Xue et al., 2015). Targets close to the 5’ end of the coding sequence were selected 

(Table 4-1). MtU6 and scaffold sequences were cloned from a pUC gRNA shuttle vector 

containing the MtU6 promoter sequence and the CRISPR scaffold, and CRISPR constructs 

were prepared as previously described (Jacobs et al., 2015), with minor modification as 

described below.  

Table 4-1. Previously Identified CRISPR gDNA Targets for Potri.018G104800 (Xue et al., 2015) Which Were 
Selected for CRISPR Knock-Outs 

Target Name CRISPR sequence Position on CDS 

PtaHCTC1-A GAGTCATTTTATCCTGTAGC 271-293 

PtaHCTC1-B GCTGAAACAGGTTCTGCTAT 364-386 
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Targets were amplified using Q5 HF DNA polymerase according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol (New England Biolabs); primer sequences are given in Table 4-2. MtU6_R and 

35SSpeI-MtU6F primers were used to amplify the MtU6 promoter with a region overlapping 

the p201G vector (Supplementary Figure 17), provided by C. Peter Constabel, University of 

Victoria. The p201G vector contains Cas9 (the key protein in the CRISPR process) as well as 

GFP which is used as a plant selection marker. Fragments which contain the genomic DNA 

target (gPtaHCTC1-A or gPtaHCTC1-B) were used with ApaI_Scaffold_R to generate a 

fragment (MtU6 overlap - CRISPR gDNA target - Scaffold - p201G vector overlap). p201G was 

sequentially digested with SpeI and ApaI, and purified using a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 

(Qiagen). The resulting fragments were combined using Hot Fusion assembly (Fu et al., 

2015a): the PCR products and the purified linearized plasmid were incubated with an 

isothermal reaction mixture containing Q5 HF DNA polymerase and T5 exonuclease at 50°C 

for 1 hour and then gradually cooled. An arbitrary amount of this mixture, which contains a 

‘nicked’ plasmid, was transformed into E. coli XL1-blue via electroporation and colonies were 

screened for insertion using identified via colony PCR with 35SSpeI_MtU6_F and 

ApaI_Scaffold_R. Purified plasmid was sequenced in order to confirm correct assembly. 

Constructs were transformed via electroporation into Agrobacterium rhizogenes ARqua1, and 

positive transformants were identified via colony PCR with 35SSpeI_MtU6_F and 

ApaI_Scaffold_R. 
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Table 4-2. Primers Used to Create Fragments for Hot Fusion Assembly 
Primer Name Use Sequence 

gPtaHCTC-A MtU6 – PtaHCTC-A- e TCAAGCGAACCAGTAGGCTTGAGTCATTTTATCCTGTAG

CTGGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

gPtaHCTC-B MtU6 – PtaHCTC-B- Scaffold TCAAGCGAACCAGTAGGCTTGCTGAAACAGGTTCTGCTA

TGGGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ApaI_Scaffold_R Scaffold - P201G GTGCTCCACCATGTTGGGCCAAAAAAAGCACCGACTCGGT

G 

MtU6_R MtU6R AAGCCTACTGGTTCGCTTGAAG 

35SSpeI_MtU6_F P201G - MtU6 CGTGCTCCACCATGTTGGGAATGCCTATCTTATATGATCAA

TGAGG 

4.2.2. Hairy Root Transformation 

Populus INRA 717-1B4 plants were maintained as sterile axenic cultures on Murashige and 

Skoog (M&S) media [0.25 g/L MES, 0.1 g/L myo-inositol, 30 g/L sucrose, 4.33 g/L M&S salts, 

M&S Vitamins (1 mg/L nicotinic acid, 1 mg/L pyroxidine HCl, 1 g/L thiaminne HCl, 1 g/L 

calcium pantothenate), pH 5.8], supplemented with 0.5 m/ml indole butyric acid (IBA) and 

solidified with 7 g/L agar, in growth chambers, under long-day conditions (16 h of light/8 h of 

dark, 28°C). Transformations were performed as described previously (Yoshida et al., 2015). 

Leaves were excised from the plants and placed on M&S media solidified with 3 g/L agar and 

1 g/L gellan gum for 16 h in the dark at 28°C. Transformed colonies were grown on mannitol-

glutamic acid:Luria-Bertani (MGL) medium [5 g/L tryptone, 2.5 g/L yeast extract, 5.2 g/L NaCl, 

2.0 g/L glutamic acid, 10 g/L mannitol, 0.2 g/L MgSO4*7H2O and 0.5 g/L K2HPO4], 

supplemented with 50 mg/L kanamycin and solidified with 15 g/L agar, at 28°C. Liquid 

cultures were grown in MGL medium, supplemented with 50 mg/L kanamycin, for 16 h before 

centrifugation (20 min; 3500 g; RT). The bacterial pellet was resuspended in M&S medium 

containing 200 mM acetosyringone, to give an optical density of 0.6 to 0.8. Leaves were then 
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manually wounded with a scalpel blade and inoculated with induction broth containing 

engineered A. rhizogenes and grown on solid woody plant medium (WPM) [2.3 g/L WPM Salts 

(PhytoTechnology Laboratories), 20 g/L sucrose, 0.1 g/L myo-inositol, M&S Vitamins, at pH 

5.5] for 2 days. Plants were transferred to hairy root medium (HRM) [WPM medium, 500 mg/ 

cefotaxime, and 0.5 mg/L IBA], solidified with 3 g/L agar and 1 g/L gellan gum, until hairy 

roots formed (subcultured every week for four weeks). Hairy roots arising from transformed 

leaves were excised and maintained in the dark at 28°C on HRM, solidified with 3 g/L agar and 

1 g/L gellan gum (subcultured monthly). 

4.2.3. Transgenic Identification 

Roots were assayed for GFP fluorescence on an SZX7 stereo microscope (Olympus) equipped 

with a SZX-MGFP filter set (Olympus; excitation: 460-490 nm; dichroic: 505 Emission: 510 long 

pass) was used for higher resolution images (18.6 times magnification). A 120Q fluorescent 

illuminator (X-Cite) was used as a light source and a Retiga 2000R Scientific CCD Camera 

(QImaging) was used to capture digital images., equipped with, and green roots were isolated 

and transferred to fresh sterile media. An SZX16 stereo microscopes (Olympus) equipped with 

a SZX2-FGFPA filter set (Olympus; excitation: 460-490 nm, emission: 510-550 nm) was used for 

higher resolution images (18.6 times magnification). A 120Q fluorescent illuminator (X-Cite) 

was used as a light source and a Retiga 2000R Scientific CCD Camera (QImaging) was used to 

capture digital images. Roots were screened by fluorescence for three subculturing periods. 

Genomic DNA was extracted from hairy roots using established plant DNA extraction protocol 

(Allen et al., 2006) with modifications. Samples were ground in liquid nitrogen, incubated with 

extraction buffer (30 min, 65°C), centrifuged (12,000 g; 10 min; RT), and extracted twice with 
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phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1; v/v). The aqueous phase was mixed with an 

equal volume of isopropanol, incubated (10 min; RT), and centrifuged (12,000 g; 10 min; RT). 

The pellet was resuspended in Tris-EDTA buffer with RNAse A (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, and 

1g/L RNAse A, at pH 8.0), and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Then, 25 μL of 3 M sodium acetate, 

and 600 μL of ethanol were added. The solution was then mixed, incubated (20 min at -20°C), 

and centrifuged (12,000 g for 10 min at RT). The supernatant was discarded, the samples were 

allowed to air dry, and then the samples were resuspended in nuclease-free water 

(Invitrogen). Primers flanking the CRISPR site were designed (PttHCTC_for: 

CTCAAGGAGGCACTGAGCAA; PttHCTC_rev: TTCGCATCCCTTGCCAATCT) to generate a 71 bp 

product. Reactions were run with Q5 HF DNA polymerase as per manufactures instruction 

(New England Biolabs); reactions were 20 μL final volume and contained 0.5 μM PttHCTC_for, 

0.5 μM PttHCTC_rev, 200 μM dNTPs, 0.02 U Q5, 10 ng genomic DNA,PCR reaction protocol 

was 98 °C for 30 seconds, then 45 cycles of 98 °C for 10 s and 60 °C for 30 s, followed by 73 °C 

for 30 s, and a final extension at 72 °C for 120 s. Post amplification, EvaGreen was added to 

each reaction tube and fluorescence was measured in 0.1°C increments from 95-75°C for 10s 

on a BioRad CFX96 instrument controlled by CFX manager V3.1. Data were analysed using a 

custom Python script: data were normalised to the maximum value, and the average of the 

empty-vector controls were subtracted from all samples. K-means clustering using scikit-learn 

0.18.1 in Python was then used to divide the samples into two groups, one representing wild-

type and one representing melt-curves distinct from wild-type. Only samples from the group 

not containing wild-type amplicons were used for further analysis. As CRISPR may insert a 
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different indel into each chromosome, heteroduplexes are expected for successfully 

transformed tissues regardless whether one or both alleles are affected.   

4.2.4. Phytochemical Identification 

Plant material taken from in-vitro tissue culture was ground in 100% MeOH and incubated at 

60°C for 2 hours. Extracts were dried using a stream of nitrogen, resuspended in 20 μL of 

MeOH and diluted 1:10 with water. Samples were centrifuged and 20 μL of the supernatant 

was separated on a Waters Acquity UPLC CSH Phenyl-Hexyl column (2.1 mm i.d. x 150 mm 

long, packed with 1.7 µm particles, pore size 130 Å) using a linear gradient (A: 0.1% formic 

acid in water; B: 0.1% formic acid in 1:1 acetonitrile:isopropanol (v:v); 5% B, 0 min; 5% B 5 min; 

to 100% B; 40 min). A preliminary on-line LC/MS analysis was performed in the positive 

ionization mode on a Waters Synapt HDMS to determine the retention-times of the peaks of 

interest. In a subsequent run, the LC was disconnected from the mass spectrometer, and the 

eluent was collected manually at the appropriate retention times. Pooled fractions were 

concentrated and infused on an Orbitrap Velos Pro in order to obtain MS/MS/MS spectra. 

Elemental composition was determined using the Seven Golden Rules software (Kind and 

Fiehn, 2007). 

4.2.5. LC-MS Quantitation 

5 mg of tissue was extracted in 1000 μL of 100% MeOH and incubated at 60°C for 2 hours. 

Samples were dried and resuspended in 100 μL of 10% MeOH. Samples were separated on an 

Eclipse Plus C18 RRHD column (2.1 mm i.d. x 100 mm long, packed with 1.7 µm particles) on a 

Dionex 3000 ultimate with a linear gradient (A: 0.1% formic acid in water; B: 0.1% formic acid 
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in 1:1 acetonitrile:isopropanol (v:v); 5% B to 100% B, 40 minutes). ESI- MS data were 

collected on a Velos Pro (XIC; 353.0878; ± 2ppm) and the previously isolated compound was 

used as a standard. 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Transgenic Hairy Root Cultures  

Two candidate genes were selected, based on previous phylogenetic inference, as likely to be 

involved in the formation of soluble hydroxycinnamoyl esters in Populus (Potri.018G104700, 

PtHCTC1; Potri.018G104800, PtHCTC2). Initially, RNAi knock-downs were generated for 

PttHCTC and PtaHCTC based on the sequence of PtHCTC (Supplementary Table 4); however, 

transcriptional down-regulation was not detected in any of the plants in in vitro tissue culture 

and was not present in the lines selected for green-house growth (data not show). Primary 

metabolic genes are more likely to be conserved than secondary metabolic pathway in plants 

(Mukherjee et al., 2016). As the constructs for RNAi were initially designed for P. trichocarpa, 

they may be more likely to knock down primary metabolite genes due to greater sequence 

similarity.  

Chlorogenic acid has been reported to be the primary component of Populus INRA 717-1B4 

hairy roots (Tang, 2015), therefore a hairy-root CRISPR construct was generated to knock out 

the PtaHCTC pair in Populus INRA 717-1B4. The high similarity in sequences of the paralogs of 

PtaHCTC provided simplicity in the design of a CRISPR construct, because many possible 

CRISPR sites targeted both isoforms thereby overcoming the problem of potential 

redundancy. Based on this information, I initially designed constructs to target both paralogs 
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of PttHCTC, but as previously indicated the early stop codon makes PttHCTC2 an unlikely 

candidate for HCCs biosynthesis.  

Although CRISPR has been used in hairy root transformations for many plants including 

Glycine max (Cai et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2016), Medicago truncatula (Michno et 

al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017), Solanum lycopersicum (Ron et al., 2014), Lotus japonicas (Wang et 

al., 2016), Zea mays (Liang et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2017), Taraxacum kok-saghyz (Iaffaldano et al., 

2016), and Brassica carinata (Kirchner et al., 2017), there are currently no published reports 

using CRISPR in Populus hairy roots; thus a CRISPR construct was designed based on a 

procedure described for CRISPR hairy root transformation of G. max, combined with 

previously published Populus hairy root transformation protocols. The initial transformation 

yielded 29 calli, many with hairy roots from 30 explants. The high efficiency of hairy root 

transformation coupled with the high mutation rate of CRISPR has allowed for the genome 

editing in T. kok-saghyz with no selection, obtaining an 88.9% mutation rate in hairy roots and 

a 80.0% mutation rate in plants regenerated from hairy roots (Iaffaldano et al., 2016). The 

efficiency of transformation is species dependant and the efficiency of CRISPR mutation is 

sequence dependant so care must be taken when comparing results. The efficiency of 

Populus hairy root transformations has been shown to vary dramatically with one study 

showing hairy root regeneration efficiencies of between 0% and 92% depending on the 

species used (Han et al., 1997). 
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4.3.2. Validation of Transformation 

 

Figure 4-1. Optical Images of PttHCTC CRISPR Knock-Out Lines 
Putative transgenic lines were screened using GFP fluorescence, which is included as a selection marker on the 
p201G plasmid. Hairy roots were visualized using a GFP filter set and the hairy roots that were transformed with 
the plasmids containing GFP fluoresced green. A) optical image showing putative Ptthctc hairy roots under GFP 
illumination scope, transgenic hair roots show a clear green colouration while non transformed roots appear 
orange B) higher magnification (18.6 times) of a single isolated GFP positive root showing the multitude of fine 
root hairs (image acquired using a black-and-white camera and shown in false colour) under a GFP filter. 

 

After transformation with a hairy-root construct, roots were screened for expression of the 

GFP selectable marker in the p201G plasmid. Hairy roots are ideally formed from a single cell 

and thus a single transformation event, but there is also the possibility of forming a chimera, 

with a mixture of cells forming an off-shooting root. Therefore, three sub-culturing steps, each 

derived from a single root tip, were performed in order to increase the likelihood of a 

homogenous population. Twenty-nine individual transformed lines were selected based on 

the presence of GFP with only one root per step selected to increase the likelihood of 

independent transformation events.  

CRISPR typically generates mutants with small insertions or deletions (indels) at a specific 

locus. If both alleles have been modified, this is expected to have happened independently, 
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thus likely generating different indels. Denaturation and annealing of the amplified target 

region may form a heteroduplex between the alleles when mutated, and subsequent high-

resolution melt (HRM)-curve analysis may allow rapid and cost-effective screening of putative 

knock-out lines (Samarut et al., 2016). Here, primers were designed to flank the CRISPR target 

site and form a short < 71-bp product. A HRM assay was developed and DNA extracted from 

roots. Out of a total of 27 lines, 18 showed a clear deviation from empty-vector controls, 

based on k-means clustering (Figure 4-2). The difference here appears to be quite dramatic in 

many of these samples. A single deletions or insertions would be expected to produce a 

subtle change and previous HRM assays showed a small shift in melt curve for indels (Samarut 

et al., 2016). The initial screen from this assay would indicate a 62% mutagenicity rate similar 

to the 54% found in G. max hairy root transformation with the same constructs (Cai et al., 

2015); however, as the PCR products were too small to sequence, sequencing is still required 

in order to confirm these mutations and whether any of the other samples contained small 

mutations.  

 The lines that shows a clear deviation were selected for further growth and propagation. Five 

lines that were identified by HRM as putative transformants, and which maintained high GFP 

fluorescence and grew hairy roots rapidly after multiple rounds of sub culturing, were 

selected for MS analysis.  
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Figure 4-2. Difference Curve From a High-Resolution Melt (HRM) Assay of Putative Transgenic Lines 
PCR primers designed to flank the X1 CRISPR site were used to generate small (<100 bp) PCR products. Each 
sample is coloured based on k-means clustering, and samples which did not cluster with the empty-vector 
controls were selected for further analysis (n=3). 
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Figure 4-3. Structural Confirmation of a Compound Extracted from Populus Leaves as Chlorogenic Acid 
Based on MS/MS and MS/MS/MS fragmentation pattern on a Velos Pro mass spectrometer. The compound was 
purified by HPLC. A) an MS/MS spectrum of a manually purified fraction from Populus leaves showing a clear m/z 
353.08768 ion for chlorogenic acid, as well an m/z 191.05623 ion, which is characteristic of the quinate ion 
(Orbitrap; (-)ESI) B) MS/MS/MS of the m/z 191.05623 peak (from panel A) shows fragmentation that is 
characteristic of quinate (Ion trap; (-)ESI.  
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4.3.3. Phenolic Profile 

Contrary to previous reports, in our initial screen of empty-vector Populus INRA 717-1B4 hairy 

roots, chlorogenic acids was not found to be an abundant component. The method’s ability 

to detect chlorogenic acid was confirmed using Populus leaf tissue, as this is known to 

accumulate chlorogenic acid (Tsai et al., 2006). Populus leaf extracts were pooled, and a 

compound with the same mass and retention time as chlorogenic acid was identified. The 

eluent containing this compound was manually collected and MS3 confirmed the identity of 

the compound as chlorogenic acid (Figure 4-3). High resolution MS2 allowed for the 

determination of the elemental composition of the ions providing further support for the 

identification of chlorogenic acid (Table 4-3).  

Table 4-3. Theoretical Elemental Composition of Detected Ions  
Elemental composition was determined using Seven Golden Rules. Only one chemical formula was possible for 
each ion. The theoretical mass and the deviation from theoretical are show.  

m/z Chemical Composition Theoretical mass Δppm 

353.08768 C16H18O9 353.08780 0.34 

191.05623 C7H12O6 191.05611 -0.63 

Because the amount of material in the hairy root samples was limited, and the absolute 

abundance of chlorogenic acid was low, only relative quantitation based on an extracted ion 

chromatogram (XIC; 353.0878 m/z ± 2 ppm; RT: 4.9 ± 0.2 min) could be conducted. Based on 

my preliminary results analysing the CRISPR PtaHCTC knock-outs (Ptahctc), PtaHCTC2 appears 

to have an effect on chlorogenic acid production. In three of the Ptahctc transgenic hairy 

roots lines, there is a clear decrease in chlorogenic acid (Figure 4-4), but this preliminary result 
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has not been validated in independent biological replicates. The PCR product that was 

used for HRM analysis was too short to be successfully sequenced, and initial attempts to 

design larger flanking primers for sequencing have been unsuccessful. Knockout of PtaHCTC2 

using the CRISPR construct led to a decrease in chlorogenic acid concentration in hairy root, 

but confirmation of an indel should be carried out on these lines in order to determine if there 

is a heterogeneous population of mutant cells in the transgenic cells. The low levels of 

chlorogenic acid in the roots, and the variability in the tissue indicate that further 

confirmation is needed. A larger biological sample would provide sufficient tissue for 

improved quantitation and to obtain a phenolic profile in order to determine the utility of 

hairy root tissues for phytochemical and functional analysis of secondary metabolite 

producing enzymes. In addition, a more sensitive detection method, such as a multiple 

reaction monitoring (MRM) based assay with a stable isotope-labelled internal standard 

would allow more accurate quantitation. 
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Figure 4-4. Relative Quantitation of Chlorogenic Acid in Hairy Root Lines of Populus INRA 717-1B4 
Chlorogenic acid concentration in Ptahctc Populus INRA 717-1B4 hairy root lines was determined with LC-MS. 
95% confidence intervals are indicated with outliers shown as asterisks. Ptahctc knock-outs harbour a CRISPR 
construct targeting PtaHCTC1 (Potri.018G104800) and PtaHCTC2 (Potri.018G104700). LC-MS quantitation was 
based on XIC (m/z 353.0878 ± 2 ppm; RT: 4.9 ± 0.2 min; n = 4) and MS data were acquired on a Velos Pro. 

4.4. Conclusions 

A method for using CRISPR-mediated gene knock-down was established for use in Populus 

INRA 717-1B4 hybrids. -The use of CRISPR technology in hairy roots provides an advantage in 

studying genes involved in secondary metabolism in plants, because this method generates 

true loss-of-function mutants without the requirement for whole plant regeneration. In 

Populus, the time frame for generating hairy root mutants is several months to a year, 

compared to potentially several years for whole plants. Although, with hairy-root transgenics, 

the biological function and expression of target genes may be an issue, many aspects of 

biochemistry, physiology, and cell biology can be addressed using this hairy root system. The 

use of hairy roots also may reduce the genetic complexity of knock-outs, because, in general, 
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each root originates from a single cell which may lead to a lesser degree of mosaicism. The 

relative simplicity and speed of hairy root transformation coupled with a possibility of 

reduced mosaicism, makes whole-plant regeneration system from transgenic hairy roots in 

Poplar, as has been done in some other plants, an attractive possibility. Transformation 

methods developed for Populus hairy roots allowed the successful introduction of a hairy root 

CRISPR construct with GFP as a transformation marker. GFP screening, coupled with a 

polymerase chain-reaction high-resolution melt (PCR-HRM) assay, was used for preliminary 

characterization of knock-outs.  

4.5. Contributions 

Cuong Le: performed gene cloning for CRISPR knockout constructs, mutant generation, plant 

culturing and growth, microscopy, PCR experiments, mass spectrometric experiments, and 

data analysis. Steve Perlman, Bob, Chow, John Taylor, Peter Constabel: provided 

laboratory materials and equipment. Carol Parker: provided copyediting. Christoph 

Borchers, Jürgen Ehlting: provided copyediting, supervision, funding, laboratory materials, 

and equipment. 
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5. Future Directions 

I employed a functional genomics approach in order to expand our understanding of 

hydroxycinnamoyl-conjugate biosynthesis and function in Populus. Starting with a large 

candidate gene family with sequences for approximately 5300 putative BAHD enzymes, 

phylogenetic reconstruction provided a broad outline of the evolutionary history of the 

family and a basis for the inferences of potential functional relationships. This guide reduced 

the number of candidate genes to five pairs of putative HCT genes. Functional hypotheses 

were subsequently refined for these enzymes based on their expression in various tissues 

using a mixture of public microarray data, qPCR and RNAseq approaches. The transcript 

abundance of HCTA in xylem, HCTC in leaves, and HCTE in catkins support the hypotheses 

that these gene pairs are related to wood formation, secondary metabolite production, and 

pollen coat formation, respectively. Targeted gene co-expression analyses further supported 

the hypotheses that HCTA function is related to lignin biosynthesis. These data make the 

identified genes obvious targets for biochemical and genetic characterization and facilitates 

the understanding of HCC and secondary metabolism as a complete unified system. While 

comparative genomics, phylogenetics, and expression profiling are powerful tools for 

hypothesis generation and reinforcement, targeted biochemical or reverse genetic 

approaches are necessary for validation.  

In order to provide functional support for my hypotheses, I targeted the candidate HCT gene 

pairs for RNAi mediated posttranscriptional downregulation and established CRISPR 

mediated gene knock-down or knock-out methodology for Populus hairy roots. HCTA- knock-
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down plants showed a lignin phenotype which is consistent with the developed 

hypothesis regarding HCTA function. This establishes a previously disputed role of HCT in 

lignin biosynthesis and confirms that monolignol biosynthesis in Populus follows the same 

biochemical route in poplar as found in other species. These genes directly impact lignin 

quantity and quality as the knock-downs had a decrease in lignin content and a decrease in 

G-lignin and an increase in H-lignin content, confirming that HCT is required for G-, but not H-

lignin biosynthesis. Interference with the monolignol biosynthetic pathway frequently leads 

to severe dwarf phenotypes and it is still a matter of debate if this is a direct consequence of 

impaired lignin formation, or an indirect effect by interfering with the biosynthesis of or re-

directing flow into other phenylpropanoids. Interestingly, some HCTA-knock-down lines 

showed a change in lignin composition with no change in growth rate. This appears to 

suggest that lignin and growth phenotypes can be separated, i.e. are independent. Further 

characterization of these lines will distinguish a threshold of lignin reduction that is necessary 

to cause a growth phenotype. Increases in S:G ratio and increased H-lignin content have been 

directly connected to improved saccharification efficiency during bioethanol production from 

second generation feedstocks, such as poplar wood; however, severe growth reductions in 

mutants affected in lignin biosynthesis obviously outweigh the benefits of altered lignin 

structure, which make these plants more amenable to biofuel production. The combination of 

a desirable lignin change with no observable biomass depression as observed in some HCTA 

knock-down lines may provide a plant feedstock that is industrially beneficial. In order to 

determine the suitability of these plants for use as a crop, the properties of this wood and the 

plant as a whole need further testing. Clonal replicates of these HCTA knock-down lines need 
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to be grown under field conditions to generate mature trees which have their lignin 

composition determined. Wood from these trees can subsequently be converted to 

bioethanol to determine whether the change in lignin improves saccharification for biofuel 

production.   

Providing that framework for a long-term study, RNAi lines of the HCT, which my work 

proposes to be involved in pollen coat biosynthesis, have been generated. Analysing 

reproductive tissues is a challenge in poplar as it is in most trees, due to the time scale 

required for the development of reproductive structures (six to ten in the case of poplar). For 

this reason, it will be left to other researchers to characterize male flower development and 

pollen coat structure using the knock-down lines I have generated.  

CRISPR mediated targeted genome manipulation is an emerging, powerful tool for reverse 

genetic approach that is just beginning to be developed in plants. A CRISPR construct 

targeting HCTC was successfully introduced into Populus 717-1B4 hairy roots. CRISPR was 

chosen as a method for interrogating the in vivo role of HCTC expressed in leaves in 

chlorogenic acid production as this editing method provides a knock-out of the gene on both 

chromosomes simultaneously as opposed to a just a knock-down achievable with other 

methods such as RNAi. A complete gene knock-out should lead to a more pronounced 

phenotype on secondary metabolite production, which is not expected to impose a lethal 

phenotype. The method of genetic manipulation needs to be carefully considered; however, 

as in some cases moderate impairment of a gene’s function may be preferable over a 

complete loss of function, as may be seen in the case of the lignin related HCTA described 
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above. Hairy roots putatively knocked out for HCTC function showed a soluble ester 

phenotype and had a decreased concentration of chlorogenic acid indicating that these 

genes are necessary for chlorogenic acid formation. Unexpectedly, the HCC concentration 

was low in the hairy root tissue and only chlorogenic acid could be detected and quantitated. 

The knock-out appears to have a significant effect on chlorogenic acid concentration without 

an obvious physiological effect on the hairy root cultures. This suggest that HCTC has a 

function in soluble HCT production distinct from HCTA which is responsible for G- and S-

lignin biosynthesis. Further work is needed to validate that this enzyme is also responsible for 

chlorogenic acid and other HCCs produced abundantly in other tissues. Although one of the 

benefits of hairy root culture is that it does not require whole plant regeneration it does not 

preclude it.  

A whole plant regeneration system from hairy roots, as has been established for other plant 

species, would combine several of the advantages of the hairy root system, such as short time 

scale and the less genetic mosaicism by root tip sub-culturing, with the advantages of having 

the complete plant system available for analyses. Alternatively, whole plant transformation 

employing standard A. tumefaciens transformation may be considered to allow development 

of plant structures known to be rich in soluble phenolics such as bark and young leaves. This 

may provide a more complete understanding of the natural substrates of these enzymes and 

would also allow for the characterization of other compounds in connected pathways that 

may be affected for example via carbon flux alterations to other soluble phenolics or into 

lignin.  
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Overall, the work presented shows that the HCT family has diverse roles in phenolic 

metabolism. I confirmed that HCTA is essential for G- and S-lignin biosynthesis cementing the 

monolignol pathway is occurring via a shikimate conjugate also in Populus, and that other 

HCTs have non-complementary functions in soluble HCC biosynthesis. Having established the 

CRISPR mediated gene knockout approach is setting the stage to study the role of these 

compounds and their biosynthetic genes in chemical ecology and plant development. 
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6. Appendix 

Supplementary Table 1. qPCR Primers Used for Expression Profiling in Populus Tissues 
Name Target Sequence 

EF1β _F Potri.009G018600 TGGGGCCTCTATTTAGCATGGAT 

EF1β _R Potri.009G018600 CTGCACCCGAAATGGGATTGACC 

Ubi_F Potri.014G115100 ACCAAGCCCAAGAAGATCAAGCA 

Ubi_R Potri.014G115100 CCAGCACCGCACTCAGCA 

RP_F Potri.001G342500 TGTTGTGACCGCTGATTGTTTG 

RP_R Potri.001G342500 CCACCTGTTCTTGCCTGTCTTA 

HCTA1_F Potri.001G042900 TCCATCGACACCTGTTCACATGC 

HCTA1_R Potri.001G042900 CACTCCCAGACCAAGTTCTCTTTG 

HCTB_F Potri.018G105500 TGGTGTTACAGGTGACCCACTTC 

HCTB_R Potri.018G105500 TGATGCAAGCCAACTCCAAGAGAG 

HCTC1_F Potri.018G104800 GCAGGGATAGATTTCGTCCTCCAC 

HCTC1_R Potri.018G104800 AGCAATTGGTGTTGCTAGGAAGG 

HCTC2_F Potri.018G104700 TCTTCCAAGCTACACCCATTGCTC 

HCTC2_R Potri.018G104700 TGTGAATTCTCTCCGCTGTGTGC 

HCTD1_F Potri.005G028100 AGCGAGGGCCACACACATTTAAG 

HCTD1_R Potri.005G028100 ATGTATGCCATGCCCTCGAAGC 

HCTD2_F Potri.005G028000 TCTCTACATAGGGCCGCAAGATG 

HCTD2_R Potri.005G028000 TTCGGCAGGTCGCACAATAG 

HCTE2_F Potri.018G109900 GGTCTGTTTGTAAGGCTCGTGGAC 

HCTE2_R Potri.018G109900 ACACAAACACCTAGAGCAGTTGGC 
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Supplementary Table 2. Characterised Enzymes with Demonstrated HCT Activity That Are Not Members of the BAHD Superfamily  
Although the majority of enzymes with HCT activity belong to the BAHD superfamily of acyl-transferase there are several that do not. The characterized 
non-BAHD HCTs are provided here for reference. Only enzymes with biochemically characterized function and sequence information are included in this 
table. 
 

# Name Genbank ID Species Function Reference 

1 Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA: serotonin N-

(Hydroxycinnamoyl)transferase 

AAK15312.1 Capsicum 

annuum 

Biosynthesis of amides involved in 

cell wall fortification  

(Back et al., 2001) 

2 Tyramine N-feruloyltransferase Q9SMB8.1 Nicotiana 

tabacum  

Biosynthesis of amides involved in 

cell wall fortification 

(Farmer et al., 1999) 

3 Tyramine N-feruloyltransferase P80969.2 N. tabacum  Alternate allele of #3 (Farmer et al., 1999; Negrel 

and Javelle, 1997) 

4 Tyramine N-feruloyltransferase NP_001234022 Solanum 

lycopersicum  

Biosynthesis of amides involved in 

cell wall fortification 

(Von Roepenack-Lahaye et 

al., 2003) 

5 N-hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA:tyramine 

N-hydroxycinnamoyl transferase 

NP_001234877 S. lycopersicum  Variant of #5 (Von Roepenack-Lahaye et 

al., 2003) 

6 Serine carboxypeptidase-like 19 AED91420.1 A. thaliana Sinapoylcholine biosynthesis (Shirley and Chapple, 2003; 

Shirley et al., 2001) 

7 Serine carboxypeptidase-like 19 AAQ91191 B. napus Sinapoylcholine biosynthesis (Milkowski et al., 2004) 

8 Sinapoylglucose:malate 

sinapoyltransferase 

AAF78760 A. thaliana Production of sinapoyl malate (Lehfeldt et al., 2000) 

9 Serine carboxypeptidase-like 17 AEE75166 A. thaliana Benzoyl or sinapoyl glucosinolates (Lee et al., 2012) 

10 1-O-sinapoylglucose:choline 

sinapoyltransferase 

AY383718 B. napus Sinapine biosynthesis (Weier et al., 2008) 

Supplementary Table 3. Characterised Enzymes in the BAHD Superfamily Curated in this Study Including HCTs 
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Identification numbers, species, clade, function, and literature reference are provided as well as the clade designated in previous work. Substrate 
specificity and sequence are available in the supplemental material. Clade groupings are based on the phylogenetic reconstruction in show in Figure 3-1. 

# 
Sequence 

ID 

Genbank 

Protein ID 
Clade 

D’Auri

a 

Clade1 

Tuominen 

Clade2 
Organism Function Reference 

1 Fgr01800 BAA24430 A-II   
Fusarium 

graminearum 
Trichothecene acylation 

(Garvey et al., 2008; Kimura et al., 

1998; McCormick et al., 1999) 

2 Fsp01889 AAD19745 A-II   
Fusarium 

sporotrichioides 

T-2 synthesis: 

isotrichodermol 

accumulates when 

knocked out 

(Garvey et al., 2008; McCormick 

et al., 1999) 

3 Ath00437 AEE84918 B-IV II II A. thaliana Elongation of C28 wax 
(Haslam et al., 2012; Negruk et 

al., 1996) 

4 
Zma0608

2 
CBC84335 B-IV II II Zea mays Elongation of C28 wax (Tacke et al., 1995) 

5 Ath00412 F18A530 B-IV   A. thaliana Elongation of C30 wax 
(Haslam et al., 2012; Pascal et al., 

2013) 

6 Sly05054 AFM77971 C-I   S. lycopersicum 
Formation of acyl sugars in 

tomato trichomes 
(Schilmiller et al., 2012) 

                                                 

1 D'Auria, J.C. 2006. Acyltransferases in plants: a good time to be BAHD. Current Opinion in Plant Biology 9(3): 331-340. 

2 Tuominen, L.K., Johnson, V.E., and Tsai, C.-J. 2011. Differential phylogenetic expansions in BAHD acyltransferases across five angiosperm taxa and evidence of divergent expression 
among Populus paralogues. BMC Genomics 12(1): 236-236. 
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7 Can00891 AAV66311 C-III III IIIa C. annuum 

Capsaisin biosynthesis: 

gene silencing reduces 

capsaisin biosynthesis 

 

8 Cbr01244 CBC84333 C-I III IIIa C. breweri 
Floral scent production 

(Benzylacetate)  

(Dudareva et al., 1998; Nam et al., 

1999) 

9 
Cme0130

4 
AAW51126 C-IV III IIIa Cucumis melo 

acetate biosyntheis 

(cinnamoyl acetates) 
(El-Sharkawy et al., 2005) 

10 Cro00965 Q9ZTK5 C-III III IIIa 
Catharanthus 

roseus 

Deacetylvindoline 

biosynthesis 
(Power et al., 1990) 

11 Cro00966 AAO13736 C-III III IIIa C. roseus 

Minovincinine synthesis: 

based on crude root extract 

purifed minovincinine was 

not tested. 

(Laflamme et al., 2001) 

12 Nat03199 AET80687 C-I   
Nicotiana 

attenuata 

Spermidine diacylation: 

monoacetyl spermidine 

accumulated in silenced 

plants 

(Onkokesung et al., 2012) 

13 Nat03200 AET80686 C-I   N. attenuata 
Spermidine 

hydroxycinnamoylation  
(Onkokesung et al., 2012) 

14 Fan01636 AAG13130 C-IV III IIIa 
Fragaria 

ananassa 

flavour development 

during ripening (volatile 

esters) 

(Aharoni et al., 2000; Beekwilder 

et al., 2004) 

15 Fve01718 AAN07090 C-IV III IIIa Fragaria vesca 

flavour development 

during ripening (volatile 

esters) 

(Beekwilder et al., 2004) 
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16 Pso03988 Q94FT4 C-II III IIIa 
Papaver 

somniferum 
Morphine biosynthesis 

(Grothe et al., 2001; Lenz and 

Zenk, 1995) 

17 Rhy04701 AAW31948 C-IV III IIIa 
Rosa hybrid 

cultivar 

Rose aroma volatile 

synthesis(geranyl acetate) 
(Shalit et al., 2003) 

18 Rse04610 CBC84337 C-II III IIIa 
Rauvolfia 

serpentina 
Vinorine synthesis 

(Bayer et al., 2004; Gerasimenko 

et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2004; 

Pfitzner et al., 1986) 

19 Ssp04720 AAR26385 C-I III IIIa Salvia splendens 

salvianin colouration: 

anthocyanin 

malonyltransferase 

(Suzuki et al., 2004c) 

20 Phy04013 BAF93857 D-III   Torenia hybrida 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 
(Katsumoto et al., 2007) 

21 Ath00432 AED97429 D-III   A. thaliana 
Hydroxycinnamoyl amide 

synthesis 
(Muroi et al., 2009) 

22 Ath00433 AEE27636 D-III  Ia A. thaliana 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 
(Luo et al., 2007) 

23 Ath00434 AEE27579 D-III  Ia A. thaliana 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 
(Luo et al., 2007) 

24 Gtr01941 BAA74428 D-III Ia Ia Gentiana triflora 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 
(Fujiwara et al., 1998) 

25 Pfr04008 BAA93475 D-III Ia Ia Perilla frutescens 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 

(Yonekura-Sakakibara et al., 

2000) 

26 Ath00435 AEE77592 D-III  Ia A. thaliana 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

flavonoid synthesis 

(D'Auria et al., 2007a; Luo et al., 

2007) 
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27 
Cmo0097

2 
AAQ63615 D-III  Ia 

Chrysanthemum 

morifolium 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 

(Suzuki et al., 2004a; Unno et al., 

2007) 

28 
Cmo0097

3 
AAQ63616 D-III  Ia 

Chrysanthemum 

morifolium 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 

(Suzuki et al., 2004a; Unno et al., 

2007) 

29 
Cmo0097

4 
AB290338 D-III   

Chrysanthemum 

morifolium 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Unno et al., 2007) 

30 Dpi01432 Q8GSN8 D-III Ia Ia Dahlia pinnata 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Suzuki et al., 2002) 

31 
Gma0196

9 
ABY59019 D-III  Ia Glycine max 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis (AQY54374, 

IMaT3; alternate allele 

characterised) 

(Ahmad et al., 2017; Dhaubhadel 

et al., 2008; Suzuki et al., 2007) 

32 
Gma0213

5 
XP_003552580 D-III   Glycine max 

Malonyl flavonoid 

biosynthesis (AQY54373, 

IMaT1; alternate allele 

characterised) 

(Ahmad et al., 2017) 

33 Lpu02392 AAS77404 D-III  Ia 
Lamium 

purpureum 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Suzuki et al., 2004b) 

34 Mtr02830 ADV04046 D-III   M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Zhao et al., 2011) 

35 Mtr02831 XP_003599128 D-III   M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Zhao et al., 2011) 

36 Mtr02832 XP_003601997 D-III   M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Zhao et al., 2011) 
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37 Mtr02833 ABY91220 D-III  Ia M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Yu et al., 2008) 

38 Mtr02834 ABY91222 D-III  Ia M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Yu et al., 2008) 

39 Mtr02835 ABY91221 D-III  Ia M. truncatula 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Yu et al., 2008) 

40 Nta03205 2XR7_A D-III  Ia 
Nicotiana 

tabacum 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 

(Manjasetty et al., 2012; Taguchi 

et al., 2005) 

41 Ath00443 AED93236 D-II   A. thaliana Triacylglycerol synthesis (Rani et al., 2010) 

42 Pfr04009 AAL50565 D-III  Ia Perilla frutescens 

Not chemically 

characterised (deposited 

with #47) 

(Suzuki et al., 2001) 

43 Ath00445 AED94391 D-III   A. thaliana 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Taguchi et al., 2010) 

44 Ath00446 AEE77599 D-III   A. thaliana 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Taguchi et al., 2010) 

45 Pcr04007 AAO38058 D-III  Ia Pericallis cuneata 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Suzuki et al., 2002) 

46 Ssp04719 
Q8W1W9, 

AAL50566 
D-III  Ia S. splendens 

Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 

(Suzuki et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 

2001) 

47 Ssp04721 AAR26386 D-III   S. splendens 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Suzuki et al., 2004c) 

48 Ghy01952 AAS77403 D-III  Ia Verbena hybrida 
Malonyl flavonoid 

synthesis 
(Suzuki et al., 2004b) 
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49 Phy04015 ABG75942 E-II  IIIb Petunia hybrida 

Isoeugenol synthesis 

(coniferyl alcohol 

acyltransferase) 

(Dexter et al., 2007) 

50 Nat03198 AET80688 F-II   N. attenuata 

Hydroxycinnamoyl amide 

synthesis 

(caffeoylputrescine) 

(Onkokesung et al., 2012) 

51 Hvu02358 A9ZPJ6 F-II IV IV Hordeum vulgare 
Hydroxycinnamoyl amide 

synthesis 
(Burhenne et al., 2003) 

52 Hvu02359 A9ZPJ7 F-II   H. vulgare 
Hydroxycinnamoyl amide 

synthesis 
(Burhenne et al., 2003) 

53 Asa00554 BAC78633 G V Vb Avena sativa 
Avenanthramide 

phytoalexin synthesis 
(Yang et al., 2004) 

54 Ath00439 AED95744 G V Vb A. thaliana Lignin synthesis (Hoffmann et al., 2005) 

55 Ath00441 AEC06845 G  Vb A. thaliana 

Hydroxycinnamoyl 

spermidine synthesis 

involved in pollen coat 

formation 

(Grienenberger et al., 2009) 

56 Cca01420 ABK79690 G  Vb 

Cynara 

cardunculus var. 

altilis 

Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Comino et al., 2009) 

57 Cca01274 ABO77957 G   C. canephora Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Lallemand et al., 2012b) 

58 Cca01275 EF137954 G   C. canephora Lignin synthesis (Lallemand et al., 2012b) 

59 Cca01421 AAZ80046 G   

Cynara 

cardunculus var. 

scolymus L. 

Lignin synthesis (Comino et al., 2007) 
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60 Cca01422 CAM84302 G   

Cynara 

cardunculus var 

scolymus L. 

Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Sonnante et al., 2010) 

61 Cca01423 ACJ23164 G   

Cynara 

cardunculus var. 

scolymus L. 

Variant of #60 (Sonnante et al., 2010) 

62 Cca01424 ABK79689 G  Vb 

Cynara 

cardunculus var 

altilis DC 

Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Comino et al., 2009) 

63 Csa01311 AEJ88365 G   Cucumis sativus Lignin synthesis (Varbanova et al., 2011) 

64 Dca01436 CAB06430 G V Vb 
Dianthus 

caryophyllus 

Dianthramide synthesis (N-

benzoyl anthranilate) 
(Yang et al., 1997) 

65 Dca01437 O24645 G   
Dianthus 

caryophyllus 
Variant of #64 (Yang et al., 1997) 

66 Dca01438 O23917 G   
Dianthus 

caryophyllus 
Variant of #64 (Yang et al., 1997) 

67 Dca01439 O23918 G   
Dianthus 

caryophyllus 
Variant of #64 (Yang et al., 1997) 

68 Eco01452 AFF19203 G   Erythroxylum coca Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Pardo Torre et al., 2012) 

69 Hca02268 AFN85668 G   
Hibiscus 

cannabinus 
Lignin synthesis (Chowdhury et al., 2012) 

70 Lan02395 ABI48360 G   
Lavandula 

angustifolia 
Rosmarinic acid sythensis (Landmann et al., 2011) 

71 Lja02585 ACZ52698 G   Lonicera japonica Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Peng et al., 2010) 

72 Mof02939 CBW35684 G   Melissa officinalis Rosmarinic acid synthesis (Weitzel and Petersen, 2011) 
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73 Nta03203 Q8GSM7 G V Vb 
Nicotiana 

tabacum 
Lignin synthesis (Hoffmann et al., 2003) 

74 Nta03204 CAE46932 G V Vb 
Nicotiana 

tabacum 
Chlorogenic acidsynthesis (Niggeweg et al., 2004) 

75 Osa03439 Q5SMM6 G   O. sativa 

Hydroxycinnamoyl glucose 

synthesis: physiological 

function unknown 

(Kim et al., 2012) 

76 Pni04215 JF693234 G   Populus nigra 
Lignin synthesis: natural 

frameshift knock-out) 
(Vanholme et al., 2013a) 

77 Pra04155 ABO52899 G  Vb Pinus radiata Lignin synthesis (Wagner et al., 2007) 

78 Pvi03692 AFY17066 G   Panicum virgatum Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Escamilla-Trevino et al., 2014) 

79 Pvi03693 AGM90558 G   Panicum virgatum Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Escamilla-Trevino et al., 2014) 

80 Sly05055 NP_001234850 G  Vb S. lycopersicum Chlorogenic acid synthesis (Niggeweg et al., 2004) 

81 Ssc05309 CBI83579 G  Vb 
Solenostemon 

scutellarioides 
Lignin synthesis (Sander and Petersen, 2011) 

82 Psc04194 CAK55166 G   S. scutellarioides Rosmarinic acid synthesis (Sander and Petersen, 2011) 

83 Tpr05723 ACI16630 G  Vb Trifolium pratense Lignin synthesis (Sullivan, 2009) 

84 Tpr05724 ACI28534 G  Vb T. pratense 
Lignin synthesis: variant of 

#83) 
(Sullivan, 2009) 

85 Tpr05725 ACI16631 G  Vb T. pratense Phaselic acid synthesis (Sullivan, 2009) 

86 Ath00436 AED94628 I-II  Va A. thaliana Suberin synthesis (Gou et al., 2009) 

87 Ath00442 BAD43042 I-II   A. thaliana Cutin synthesis (Rautengarten et al., 2012) 

88 Ath00444 AED97769 I-II   A. thaliana 
alkyl hydroxycinnamates 

synthesis of in root waxes 
(Kosma et al., 2012) 
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89 Stu05167 ACS70946 I-II   
Solanum 

tuberosum 
Suberin synthesis (Serra et al., 2010) 

90 Aer00008 X J-III   

Actinidia chinensis 

Actinidia deliciosa 

Actinidia eriantha 

Volatile ester synthesis 

(butyl acetate and butyl 

propionate) 

(Günther et al., 2011) 

91 Ath00440 AEC07460 K-I  Va A. thaliana 
disinapoyl spermidine 

synthesis 
(Luo et al., 2009) 

92 Iho02389 CBD10869 K-II  Va Iris hollandica 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

anthocyanin synthesis 
(Yoshihara et al., 2006) 

93 Iho02390 CBD10859 K-II   I. hollandica 
Hydroxycinnamoyl 

anthocyanin synthesis 
(Yoshihara et al., 2006) 

94 Msa03170 AX025506 K-II V Va Musa sapientum 

Flavour development 

during ripening (alcohol 

acyltransferase) 

(Beekwilder et al., 2004) 

95 Osa03438 BAD33123 K-II   
O. sativa Japonica 

Group 

Glucuronoarabinoxylan 

hydroxycinnamoylation in 

grass cell walls: 

overexpression increased 

paracoumaric acid and 

decreased ferulic acid 

(Bartley et al., 2013) 

96 Osa03440 NP_001042791 K-II   
O. sativa Japonica 

Group 

Hydroxycinnamoyl 

hydroxycinamaete syntheis 

in monocot cell wall 

(Withers et al., 2012) 

97 Tcu05576 CBD10894 K-I   Taxus cuspidata Paclitaxel synthesis (Chau et al., 2004) 

98 Tca05486 CBD10937 K-I V Va Taxus canadensis Paclitaxel synthesis (Nevarez et al., 2009) 
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99 Tcu05577 CBD10897 K-I   T. cuspidata Paclitaxel synthesis (Chau et al., 2004) 

100 Tba05465 CBD10927 K-I   Taxus baccata Paclitaxel synthesis (Fang and Ewald, 2004) 

101 Tcu05578 CBD10923 K-I V Va T. cuspidata Paclitaxel synthesis (Walker et al., 2002) 

102 Tcu05579 CBD10933 K-I V Va T. cuspidata 

Identical sequence cloned 

from (Taxus x Media; 

AAS13684.1) 

(paclitaxel biosynthesis) 

(Guo et al., 2007; Walker and 

Croteau, 2000b) 

103 Tcu05580 Q9FPW3 K-I V Va T. cuspidata Paclitaxel synthesis (Walker and Croteau, 2000a) 

104 Tcu05581 CBD10942 K-I V Va T. cuspidata Paclitaxel synthesis (Walker et al., 2000) 

105 
Cme0130

8 
ACA04742 L   C. melo 

RNAi knock-down has 

decrease acyl-ester 

Variant of #110 

(Shan et al., 2012) 

106 Ach00006 X L 

 

 

 

 

 

 Actinidia chinensis 
Volatile ester synthesis 

(butyl benzoate) 
(Günther et al., 2011) 

107 Ade00007 X L   Actinidia deliciosa 

Volatile ester synthesis 

(butyl benzoate); Variant of 

#106 

(Günther et al., 2011) 

108 Ath00438 AEE73949 L V Va A. thaliana 

Green leaf volatile 

synthesis  

((Z)-3-hexen-1-yl acetate) 

(D'Auria et al., 2007b) 

109 Cbr01245 CBD10921 L V Va C. breweri 
Volatile esters syntheis 

(benzyl benzoate) 
(D'Auria et al., 2002) 
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110 
Cme0130

2 
CAA94432 L V Va C. melo 

Acyl ester synthesis (E-2-

hexenyl acetate and hexyl 

hexanoate) 

(El-Sharkawy et al., 2005; 

Yahyaoui et al., 2002) 

111 
Cme0130

3 
AAW51125 L V Va C. melo Benzyl acetate synthesis (El-Sharkawy et al., 2005) 

112 Fan01635 AEM43830 L   F. ananassa 
Strawberry volatile ester 

biogenesis 
(Cumplido-Laso et al., 2012) 

113 Lal02594 CBD10882 L V Va Lupinus albus 

Tigloylation of tetracyclic 

quinolizidine alkaloids 

biosynthesis 

(Suzuki et al., 1994) 

114 
Mdo0260

6 
CBD10901 L V Va M. pumila 

Volatile ester biosynthesis 

(hexyl esters, butyl acetate 

and 2-methylbutyl acetate) 

(Souleyre et al., 2005) 

115 
Mdo0260

7 
CBD10915 L  Va M. pumila 

Volatile ester biosynthesis 

(Butyl acetate) 
(Li et al., 2006) 

116 Nta03202 CBD10919 L V Va N. tabacum 
Volatile esters biosyntheis 

(benzyl benzoate) 
(D'Auria et al., 2002) 

117 Phy04014 AAT68601 L V Va Petunia hybrida 
Volatile esters biosyntheis 

(benzyl benzoate) 

(Boatright et al., 2004; Dexter et 

al., 2008) 

118 Vcu05841 ACT82248 L   
Vasconcellea 

pubescens 

Volatile esters biosyntheis 

(benzyl acetate) 
(Balbontín et al., 2010) 

119 Vla05846 CBD10871 L V Va Vitis labrusca 

Biosynthesis of grape fruit 

esters including methyl 

anthranilate  

(Wang and Luca, 2005) 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Phylogenetic Reconstruction of Characterized BAHD Acyltransferases 
Characterized BAHD acyltransferases (Supplementary Table 3) were aligned in order to generate a profile used 
for the construction of the BAHD acyltransferases (Figure 3-1. Every line represents a unique protein sequence 
and branch colour coding is as indicated in (Table 2-1). 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade A 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades A-I and A-II. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; 
branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade B 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades B-I, B-II, B-III, and B-IV. Enzyme numbering indicated in 
Supplementary Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade C 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades C-I, C-II, C-III, and C-IV. Enzyme numbering indicated in 
Supplementary Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade D 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades D-I, D-II, and D-III. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary 
Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade E 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades E-I, E-II, and E-III. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary 
Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade F 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades F-I, and F-II. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; 
branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1.
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Supplementary Figure 8. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade G 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades G-I, G-II, G-III, and G-IV. Enzyme numbering indicated in 
Supplementary Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1.
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Supplementary Figure 9. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade H 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades H-I and H-II. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; 
branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 10. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade I 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades I-I and I-II. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; 
branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 11. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade J 
Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Figure 12. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade K 
This clade is can be broken into sub clades K-I and K-II. Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; 
branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1.
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Supplementary Figure 13. Phylogenetic Expansion of BAHD Clade L 
Enzyme numbering indicated in Supplementary Table 3; branch colour coding indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Supplementary Table 4. Primers Used for qPCR of HCTA Knock-Down Lines in Populus INRA 353-38 
Primers which have previously been used for quantitation in P. trichocarpa and Populus INRA 717-1B4 were re-evaluated for use in Populus INRA 353-38. 

Name Target Sequence Original Source 

PtHCTA1_F PtHCTA1 (Potri.001G042900) TCCATCGACACCTGTTCACATGC P. trichocarpa (Chapter 2) 

PtHCTA1_R PtHCTA1 (Potri.001G042900) CACTCCCAGACCAAGTTCTCTTTG P. trichocarpa (Chapter 2) 

PtHCTA2_F PtHCTA2 (Potri.003G183900) TCAGGCTGGGAAAGTTCAGAGG P. trichocarpa (Chapter 2) 

PtHCTA2_R PtHCTA2 (Potri.003G183900) CTGCCTTGCATCAAACCATGTCC P. trichocarpa (Chapter 2) 

EF1β_F elongation factor 1β (Potri.009G018600) ACCTGGTCGTGATTTCCCTAATG Populus INRA 717-1B4 (Tang, 2015) 

EF1β_R elongation factor 1β (Potri.009G018600) GCCACAAATGCTTACACCAACA Populus INRA 717-1B4 (Tang, 2015) 

Ubi_R Ubiquitin (Potri.014G115100) ACCAAGCCCAAGAAGATCAAGCA Populus INRA 717-1B4 (Tang, 2015) 

Ubi_F Ubiquitin (Potri.014G115100) CCAGCACCGCACTCAGCA Populus INRA 717-1B4 (Tang, 2015) 

RP_R ribosomal protein (Potri.001G342500) TGTTGTGACCGCTGATTGTTTG P. trichocarpa (Alber, 2016) 

RP_F ribosomal protein (Potri.001G342500) CCACCTGTTCTTGCCTGTCTTA P. trichocarpa (Alber, 2016) 
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Supplementary Figure 14. Primer Evaluation for Use in Populus INRA 353-38 
gDNA was extracted from greenhouse-grown wild-type Populus INRA 353-38 xylem were pooled (n = 4). A four-
fold serial dilution of was carried out on the gDNA. Primer pairs given in Supplemental Table 3-1 were used to 
amplify fragments of the transcripts indicated. The amplification threshold cycle (Cq) is plotted against starting 
template quantity for data points in the linear range with a standard error of mean (SEM) less than 0.5 Cq. PCR 
amplification efficiencies and the coefficient of determination (r2) of a linear regression model were as follows: 
PtHCTA1 (Potri.001G042900; r2 = 0.9989; efficiency = 101.39%), PtHCTA2 (Potri.003G183900; r2 = 0.9992; 
efficiency = 100.87%), ubiquitin (UBI; Potri.014G115100; r2 = 0.9997; efficiency = 99.86%), ribosomal peptide (RP; 
Potri.001G342500; r2 = 0.9994; efficiency = 98.29%), elongation factor 1β (EF1β, Potri.009G018600; r2 = 0.9994; 
efficiency = 99.83%). Error bars represent SEM (n=4). 
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Supplementary Table 5. HCT-RNAi Transgenics Lines Generated as Part of this Dissertation 
The RNAi constructs were based on HCT candidate gene sequences from Populus trichocarpa Nisqually-1 and 
transformed into either Populus INRA 717-1B4 or Populus INRA 353-38. The total number of calli with transgene 
insertion confirmed by PCR are Indicated; however, transcriptional down regulation has not been confirmed.  

Target gene pair 
Populus INRA 717-1B4 

transgenic lines 

Populus INRA 353-38 

transgenic lines 

PtHCTA: HST 0 10 

PtHCTB: Unknown HCT 12 16 

PtHCTC: Unknown HCT 15 9 

PtHCTD: Unknown HCT 6 11 

PtHCTE: (SHT) 5 16 
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Supplementary Figure 15. pHANNIBAL Vector Used for Populus RNAi knock-down 
pHANNIBAL vector was used to generate Populus INRA 717-1B4 and Populus INRA 353-38 

RNAi knock-downs. Fragments were cloned into the first multiple cloning site (MCS) in the 

sense orientation using XhoI and KpnI, the reverse complement of the sequence was cloned 

into the second MCS using HindIII and ClaI, BamHI and ClaI, or BamHI and HindIII. The 

Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA (CaMV 35S) promoter drives the generation of a transcript 

and transcription is terminated by octopine synthase (OCS Term). A pyruvate orthophosphate 

dikinase intron sequence from Flaveria trinervia helps to form the hairpin structure with the 
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sense orientation and anti-sense orientation RNA sequences. NotI cloning sites are used 

for transfer of this cassette into the pART27 Agrobacterium tumefaciens transformation 

vectors. 
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Supplementary Table 6. Primers Used to Generate HCT RNAi Knock-Down Cassettes  
Primers include a spacer sequence (italics), appropriate restriction sites (bold) and a region of complementarity to the target gene (underline) sequence. 
Sense represents the sense arm of pHANNIBAL; anti-sense represents the anti-sense arm pHANNIBAL. The pHANNIBAL construct generates a transcript with 
a ~300 bp fragment (sense) and its reverse complement (anti-sense) flanking a PDK intron spacer.  

Target Direction Forward Primer Reverse Primer 

PtHCTA Sense GAGTCTCGAGGGTCAGATATGGCTCGTGGT GAGTGGTACCCTTCCTTTGCTTTGGCTTTG 

PtHCTB Sense GAGTCTCGAGGCAGTCAGGCATAGCACGTA GAGTGGTACCGCCCTCTCTTGAGAGCATTG 

PtHCTC Sense GAGTCTCGAGCAACACCCATTTCCAAAACC GAGTGGTACCTGTGAATTCTCTCCGCTGTG 

PtHCTD Sense GAGTCTCGAGCACGTGGAATCACAAACGAC GAGTGGTACCAAATAAGGTCGACCCCAACC 

PtHCTE Sense GAGTCTCGAGGTCACCTTTGCCTGATGGTT GAGTGGTACCCAGACCCGTCTCCATTAGGA 

PtHCTA Antisense GAGTAAGCTTGGTCAGATATGGCTCGTGGT GAGTATCGATCTTCCTTTGCTTTGGCTTTG 

PtHCTB Antisense GAGTAAGCTTGCAGTCAGGCATAGCACGTA GAGTATCGATGCCCTCTCTTGAGAGCATTG 

PtHCTC Antisense GAGTAAGCTTCAACACCCATTTCCAAAACC GAGTATCGATTGTGAATTCTCTCCGCTGTG 

PtHCTD Antisense GAGTGGATCCCACGTGGAATCACAAACGAC GAGTATCGATAAATAAGGTCGACCCCAACC 

PtHCTE Antisense GAGTTCTAGAGTCACCTTTGCCTGATGGTT GAGTGGATCCCAGACCCGTCTCCATTAGGA 
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Supplementary Table 7. Lignin Composition of Ptthcta RNAi Knock-Down Lines 
p-Hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) lignin composition was determined based on thioacidolysis 
GCMS. Percentage relative to total are provided for H-lignin, S-lignin, and G-lignin as well as that ratio of S-lignin 
and H-lignin to G-lignin. PttHCTA knock-down lines show a clear change in the composition of lignin.  

 %H %G %S S:G H:G 

Ptthcta-1 27.5 ± 0.55 15.5 ± 0.45 57.0 ± 0.10 3.67 ± 0.11 1.8 ± 0.09 

Ptthcta-2 29.1 ± 0.20 16.0 ± 0.18 54.9 ± 0.02 3.44 ± 0.04 1.8 ± 0.03 

Ptthcta-9 11.5 ± 1.06 18.7 ± 0.51 69.8 ± 0.68 3.73 ± 0.14 0.6 ± 0.07 

Ptthcta-4 2.8 ± 0.04 39.2 ± 0.00 58.0 ± 0.04 1.48 ± 0.00 0.1 ± 0.00 

Ptthcta-8 0.4 ± 0.03 29.5 ± 1.18 70.1 ± 1.15 2.38 ± 0.13 0.0 ± 0.00 

Empty-Vector 0.3 ± 0.03 27.3 ± 0.67 72.4 ± 0.68 2.65 ± 0.09 0.0 ± 0.00 

Wild-Type 0.2 ± 0.06 28.8 ± 0.31 70.9 ± 0.31 2.46 ± 0.04 0.0 ± 0.00 
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Supplementary Figure 16. Alignment of HCTC Paralogs 
ClustalΩ was used to align PtaHCTC1 and PtHCTC1 (Potri.018G104800), and PtaHCTC2 and PtHCTC2 (Potri.018G104700) in order to highlight unique 
residues which are shown in red. The early stop codon in PtHCTC1 is PtaHCTC1 is outlined.
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Supplementary Figure 17. p201G Vector Used for Populus CRISPR knock-out 
p201G was used to generate Populus INRA 717-1B4 hairy root knock-outs. A fragment containing and MtU6 
promoter, a CRISPR guide DNA, and CRISPR scaffold sequences was cloned between the SpeI and ApaI cut sites 
shows using Hot Fusion cloning. The right and left borders required for integration into the host genome are 
shown. The vector contains a GFP selection marker driven by two copies of cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA 
(CaMV 35S) promoters. As the sequence is introduced directionally, starting at the right border, the GFP 
sequence is adjacent to the left border ensuring expression only when the other fragments have been 
integrated. The expression of Cas9, the key protein in the CRISPR process, is also driven by two copies of the 
CaMV 35S promoter. 
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